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2and his environment ; the group of individuals and that world
which surrounds them; the seed in the soil; the ideal and the
practical circumstances in the midst of which it must work it-
self to fruition; ourselves as personalities, eager to find our
place in the world, and the situation we are called upon to
face*
In consideration of the first factor, let us
Ourselves
as answer the question "Vrlio are we?" First of all.
Personalities
we are individual bodies, moving about upon
this earth, breathing in oxygen« letting off carbon dioxide,
physically a part of the great give and take of nature, though
in our artificial ways of living it would seem sometimes that
we wished to forget it* But our senses will tell us that we too
are of earth's rhythm, and in the mechanisms by which we exist,
even when they are only partially revealed to us, we behold the
wonder of this creation which is our human frame* Laws govern
it, life pulses through it, the process of growth goes on, and
to the body's glory we may discover what is its fit expression,
what its use as an instrument of this life*
But are v/e merely bodies? JUay it not be that we are
more than bodies, that they are, after all, only instruments,
though marvelous and beautiful ones? 7/hy are we able to per-
ceive ourselves at all, to know that we exist? The problem of
consciousness has long puzzled philosophers and psychologists.
It is not yet fully explained* Yet as consciously as we per-
ceive that we have bodies, even if not understanding it so
well, we are conscious also that we think, feel, act, exist*
The newer Psychology is teaching us much concerning the mind

3of man. Particularly is this true of the "branch of modern
psychology known as Psycho -Analysis, This is also teaching us
much concerning man's emotional nature, traditionally called the
"heart". But the understanding of the soul, that which does the
perceiving, thinking, feeling, acting, this perhaps greatest of
allmysteries, and perhaps the key also to the mystery of the
universe (2), there is no one branch of human study "big enough
to fully comprehend. Philosophy will furnish its contrihution
of insight. Psychology will admit the possibility of this some-
thing both deeper and transcendant, when all else in man's na-
ture has been explained. Sociology will study souls in groups
and will discover certain laws which link men together spirit-
ually as well as physically, economically, mentally, and in mere
passing emotion. Still the soul of man, the spirit which is his
enduring self, will be far from completely explained or under-
stood.
Despite these evident limits on our knowledge, we
have not ceased in our efforts to understand. This is an age
of emphasis upon Personality, And personality represents for
us the sum total of these different aspects of our individual
lives. By recognizing our limitations we can yet arrive at an
approximation of truth in answer to our questions "Who are we?"
and "What is a Person?" After all, such an understanding of
personality is basic to any work which we may undertake in a
world of persons. All that we know of man, in his origin and
in his development, all that we analyze him into, all that we
hope for him as an integrated unit of life will determine our
(2) Marlatt, Earl B, What is a Person ? esp, p. 16

4attitude toward him, our ability to "be at one with ourselves
first of all, and, secondly, our talent effectively to live
and move among our fellows.
The three authorities to which we shall refer particu-
larly in attempting to arrive at an understanding of personali
ty are Prof. Marlatt's What is a Person?. U^ry Richmond's
"brief discussion of personality in ¥/hat is Social Caee Work?,
and J. A. Hadfield's Psychology and Morals . (5)
As a working definition of personality as a whole on
which to huild, we may take the conception of the "organized
self" as discussed in Chapter IX of Hadfield*s hook, realizing
that such organization consists in the bringing together, as
shown hy Miss Richmond, of hoth "all that is natural and indi-
vidual to a man," and also "all that comes to him hy way of
education, experience, and human intercourse." (4)
(3) According to the nature of the exact work with persons
for which one is preparing, there are other sources for study on
the different aspects of personality mentioned. Per an under-
standing of the physical side of life, some standard work on
physiology and hygiene might he recommended; for the mental side
of life, hooks on modern psychology, such as those hy Overstreet
or McDougall, also Rohinson*B Mind in the Tyfeking . The researches
of psychology would also he the best source for study about the
emotions, as, for instance The Structure and Meaning of Psycho -
Analysis , by Healy, Bronner, and Bowers. Such a study ,however
,
could well be supplemented by insight gained in actual emotion-
al experience and in its expression in art, music, poetry, wor-
ship, etc. For a study of the spiritual side of man's nature, its
revelation in literary expressions when these are genuine will
furnish some beginning degree of understanding (James's Varieties
of Religious Experience covers one type of spiritual experience,
the exceptionally mystical). Metaphysics and philosophy can but
open the door to attempts at explanation of the soul, but this
will not completely satisfy y^hen more first-hand knowledge is
available. In the devotional literature of ouro own day, or any
other genuine revelation of soul-experience in poetry, drama, or
prose, we shall find such knowledge. The great source book for
the study of the soul is the Bible. As someone has said, though
it may not be an authority on science or history, it is an au-
thority on religious or spiritual experience.
(4) Richmond,Mary, ^iThat is Social Case Work ? p. 92

5Thus personality will "be seen to "be, first, individual ,
since it consists first of all the instincts and special
characteristics which make a person uniquely individual
from the beginning of life, second, social , "that which
relates us closely to humankind" (5), since so much of
what goes into a personality is part of the social envi-
ronment in which the individual lives, and, third, cosmic
,
since it is "both individual and eocial and more than either
of these, developed through and affected hy time, yet time-
transcending (6) , empowered with an organizing force and
center, and thus partaking of what seems to "be the natural,
universal order. We read from Miss Richmond*s "book "The
unfolding of personality is due hoth to inner tendancy and
to outward influence and agency. in part the work of na-
ture.. • in part also the work of education and experience"
,
and "for the conscious personality the struggle" (for exist-
ence) "is not longer "blind ... evolution takes on a new
aspect." (7)
When Prof. Marlatt speaks of a "helong-togetherness
,
explained only "by an organizing principle," he suggests some
thing of the nature of this universal order of which person-
alities partake. How is this possihle? There is one charac-
teristic of man which has not yet "been mentioned. That is,
(5) Richmond, Mary, What is Social Case V/ork , p. 92
6 J Marlatt, Earl B. What is a Fergpn ? esp. p. 12
7) Richmond, Mary, Ihid. p. 95, footnotes

6to state in psychological and philosophical terms, the
"Freedom of the Will," or the "Preferential Function of
Prof.
Consciousness." As Jones has said in his hook, "The
Fundamental Ends of Life," speaking of personality,
"With all our wealth of instincts, plus our insights of
reason, we are created to "be this kind of being, who de-
termines himself and settles his own destiny by deciding
what he wants," (8) Linked with this is the question of
evil in the human world, and the problem of whether this
evil is due to an original sinful nature in man, a necess-
ary part of his life's expression, or only the falling
short of di'''^'^®^ possibilities, in which there is hope
for adjustment through fulfillment.But whether we think
of evil as a force to be overcome, or as a "cause of misery"
for which adjustment must be made, the question still re-
mains of how to eliminate it from the social order. This is
the negative aspect of social progress. Man's freedom of
choice, while adding to that which gives him a distinct
personality, neveri^heless brings with it complex problems.
Finally, we may accept for our definition of
personality a philosophical one, for which we are indebt-
ted to Prof. lHarlatts "A person is an organic whole of
reality-- a microcosm reflecting the macrocosm, consisting
of a psychp-physical complex, organized about an equally
active, rational dynamic center, and capable of carrying,
(8) Jones, Rufu*, The Fundamental Ends of Life, p.
2

7creating, and perpetuating values.'* (9) In simple terms
what does this mean for us? It means that as normal individ-
,
uals we are possessed of the physical potentialities of
healthful living. It means that we can think and reason,
and therefore profit hy our own and others' experience in
the past, as well as intelligently plan for the future. Our
minds may direct the use of our bodies, and make possible
an intercommunication of progressive thought as well as of
instinctive ideas. Because of the strength of our emotions
much of what we are and of what we are to become is seem-
ingly under their control, but, if we instead have learned
how to use them, these great "drives" may also be in their
rightful place, and help to integrate life instead of to
disrupt it. Oiir emotions are no small part of us. They are
strong and vital. They may lead us far away from the best
or far along t^e path of progress. But it is at least part-
ly within our power to choose and harness or direct them
accordingly, finally, because we are also spiritual beings
we are in contact with that larger spiritual reality in
which we "live and move and have our being." Of this we be-
come conscious in various ways. It may be in a sense of
kinship with beauty, or in the clear reverencing of that
third instinct which Conn ascribes to man, the "ethical",
or, as Jones quotes it "the consciousness of ought". It
may be in the further expression of this sense of justice
(9) IvHarlatt, Earl B. V/hat is a Person? p. 17

8which seeks for its abiding answer in the eternal Good of
the universe. Most of all, as Dr. Zahniser would say "it may
he in the conscious experience of a somewhat coming into
one's life from this larger outer spiritual world," and in
the impulsive answering hack again in worship and adoration
of this unseen Power. All this is possihle hecause we are
spiritual. As persons then we recognize ourselves to possess
"strength, mind, and heart, and soul," free individuals in
a social world and in a cosmic universe whose principles we
yearn to comprehend, hut which, understanding not, we never-
theless must include in the final situation we are called
upon to face.
So much, then, for ourselves. What of this world in
which we live?
In the first place, it is a world of oth-
Our
Environment er individuals like ourselves, and further,
^'^ it is more than the sum of the individuals
Other In-
dividuals compose it. There is a fellowship which
welds individuals together, directing their energies, coor-
dinating, lifting, or dragging down, it may he. No man can
live his life alone, and no man's life is what it is alone,
without containing somewhat of the life of other individu-
als, somewhat of the life of the group. Each man is his own
self, hut he is also one of a group, and his group forms a
more complex unit of life than he alone, even with all his
faculties may form. John Fiske has said that the prime factors
in social progress are the community and its environment.

9(10) We have then this larger unit of life, composed of
individuals, the group or comnunity, and that with which it
is surrounded. As Fiske has pointed out, and parallel to
Miss Richmond's discussion of Personality, the environ-
ment includes more than the merely physical. It includes the
psychic as well. It includes other life; it includes tradi-
tion, institutions, incidents, movements. And "because all
groups are not alike, because in the first place every in-
dividual who goes into the making of a group is different
from his fellows, our situation presents variety and comlex-
ity« The causes for friction are many. Unity, harmony, a
perfect coordination and movement toward "better things are
not accidents, hut achievements. As has "been pointed out
in Ross's "book on Social Control, our civilization such as
it is in development has made intelligent progress through
such planned social direction of affairs, not through the
drifting influences that" Just happen.** True, there is some-
thing within nature which determines great tendancies
along lines of progress in ways past the finding out of
man, "but these have not heen drifts "but a higher control.
MEm is increasingly a"ble to have a share in this control.
There will always "be the problem of
(2)
Need for adjustment of life to life. It is a part of
Adjustment
living that there should be action and re-
action, a fitting together and breaking apart again to
burst into new growth. "Familiar to the social worker are
(10) Carver, T. N. Sociology and Social Progress 121 ff
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the two types of needed of adjustment outlined by Dr, Zahn-
iser; first, external or social, or adjustment "between the
individual and his environment, and
,
second, internal or psych-
ological, tha adjustment of elements within the individual.
On every hand we see the need for such adjustment of both kinds.
We hear the cry of need for employment, need for daily bread.
Or if it is not absolute poverty crying for help, yet in the
faces of the ordinary folk we can see need deeper than the
merely physical, need of freedom from wo rry and strain, need
of a radiance that shall walk calmly through life's com.^on-
places , through its suffering and days of pleasure as well.
We read of suicide, of kidnapping, of robberies, of lynching,
of murder. Y/e read of families in the city starving because
the head of the home has lost his job from his frantic at-
tempt to somehow free himself and his fellows of the tyranny
of industry, men in prison because they have demanded justice,
other men in betrayal of public trust, profiting as transgressors
of the law, yet free and receiving homage for their power. Or
let us suppose that all persons were normally well and strong
and by nature of good character, even so we could not be ig-
norant of the unadjustment in a system where overproduction
is seemingly at the root of starvation, end where tie toll of
political disagreement is taken in war in the flesh and blood
of innocents. We face a clash of values, a confusion of pur-
poses, or
,
perhaps, worse than this, a seeming lack of pur-
pose anywhere. We face injustice and inhumanity, a blind cling-
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ing to power which is no power but a crushing for,
force, greed, materialism. (11) All this we facet and
even in the midst of our own honest good intent, there
is much that we do not know. We find that we have
failed. We have striven, we may have achieved something,
"but where has it taken us? The end of our confusion is
not yet. Where is truth? Is this the situation we must
face? Is this the world and this the day which we must
live in and build upon? Is it here we must begin our
trek with the millions of others who have walked in the
path of civilization?
, .
A world in nedd of adjustment is an
(3)
The Pact agonizing spectacle when we perceive its
full significance. Yet there remains one
Social
Progress other feature of the situation in which we
may find our hope. It is just this, that from the begin-
ning of time adjustment has been going on. Through the
ages there has been the never ceasing upTrard trend. To
grasp the significance of time in the universe of life,
and then compare it with our one small hour of exist-
ence, we may indeed feel humble and exultant at the same
breath. Even a hundred years ago, were v/e to look back
at it, would seem barbarian to us now. Yet there is a
saying that "a thousand years are but as yesterday" in
the sight of one who knov/s all things. Biology, history,
sociology, and the kindred sciences of humankind bear
(11) See Mathews, Basil, The Clash of World Forces
and Tawney, R.H. The ACgUlSltlVe b^oClBty
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witness to tlie fact of social progress. Says Dr» Zahniser
"Thus the social worker is constantly cheered in trying to
make adjustments "by the consciousness that his aims are con-
sonant with the cosmic trends about him. "It remains only
for him to study that he may understand this progress to
know the path along which it moves in order that he too
may "swim with the tide", and with his head ahove the cur-
rent that he he not drowned in it.
Being then what we are, and finding ourselves in such
a situation, what do we need further to understand?
Probably every intelligent person
SUMMARY AND
who chooses a vocation does so because
naPLICATIOK s
of some purpose in his mind. He feels
SOCIAL WORK IN
that there is within him something which
THE LIGfET
gives him assurance that he can accom-
OF PR0C31ESS
plish much by what he has chosen. Prob-
ably, though he may not have formulated it into words or
even into definite thoughts, there is deep within him the de-
sire that what he shall do with his choice may contribute
to the total betterment of life as he understands it. Per-
haps he may go so far as to be willing and eager that his
work shall contribute to the fulness of a life which he does
not yet completely understand, but which he nevertheless
trusts is somehow good, above all and through all. (12)
Probably he will seek, in the following cut of his best un-
derstanding, in choice and in the carrying out of that choice,
(12) Compare Kidd, B. TheScience of Power , p. 225
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to "become one with the on-moving ciirrent of the world's
life* to identify himself with the movement of social pro-
gress, not in the narrow conception of a particular group, but
in the world-wide, nay, even the cosmic view of progress.
It has "been said "A supreme loyalty never "betrays a lesser
loyalty.... But a lesser loyalty may "betray a supreme loyal-
ty," (13) It is the belief of this v/riter that the supreme
loyalty of a social worker who woiild possess creative abili-
ty must be no less than this; that he who would serve the
world, no matter what line of hiraan endeavor he may choose,
can only intelligently serve if he does "swim with the tide"
of progress, and if he does aim to do so in perfect harmony
with God, who is the Author of progress. How it may be pos-
sible to attain this harmony, how it has been done in the
past, the direction in which social progress is moving, and
the place that religion has in it will be questions that we
shall now, in the body of this paper, seek to answer.
(13) Betts, G., and others. Religion and Conduct , a report
of a Conference held at Northwestern University
November 15-16, 1929, p, 47
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CHAPTER I
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CHAPTER I
THE DCFLUENCE OF RELIGION IN SOCIAL EROGSIESS
In order to understand the influence of religion
in social progress, we need to decide what we mean "by re-
ligion, and what we understand "by social progress,
1. RELIGIOM
In an attempt to clarify our thinking as to what
religion really is, let us "begin "by eonsidering the place
of religion in human life* V/c shall find that there are
THE PLACE three principle ways in which relig-
OP RELIGION IN iQjj entered into man^s eszperience:
HUmN LIFE first, as a conservator of social val-
ues, second, as a means of understanding the purpose of
life, and third, as a spiritual dynamic.
(l) How is religion a "conservator of so-
Religion
as cial values?" Ellwood, from whom we "borrow
Sanction
this phrase, comes "back again and again in
different ways to what he insists is a fundamental fact
of the social universe, that it has "been religion which
has set the "seal of approval," religion which has given
social custom its "goal and meaning," religion which has
formed the emotional setting, religion which has given the
sanction and thus determined the continued existence of
social ideals, whether they he good or bad. (l) Corrobo-
ration of the suggestion of Basil Itathews that "the church
(1) Ellwood, C.A. Reconstruction of Religion , pp. 65-67
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Is the mother of civilizations" (2) is to be found histori-
cally in many ways, one of which is suggested in these
words of Lewis Browne:
hy and with religion the living together of men
was made not merely possible, but also desirable.
Religion clothed and adorned the cold nakedness of
primitive existence with shreds and patches of beauty.
All that grace and color which transmutes mere exist-
ence into life -- in a word, all Art— may truly be said
to have arisen out of religion. Sculpture had its ori-
gin in idol-making, architecture in temple-building,
poetry in prayer-writing, music in psalm-singing, drama
in legend-telling, and dancing in the seasonal worship
of the gods.
It may seem to us incredibly crude, this conglome-
ration of terrors and hopes, of clutchings and groplngs,
of stupidities and yearnings, which for want of a better
name we call Primitive Religion. But for all that it
was holy, for It saved mankind." (3)
Religion saved mankind because, even more deeply
than it contributed to Art, it did make possible the living
necessary to the continuance of the life of the group.
The necessary thing is not always the logical thing, as Kldd
has suggested when he refers to "that large calss of conduct
in the individual, necessary to the maintenance of develop-
ment which is proceeding— but for which there can never be.
In the nature of things, any rational sanction." (4) What
is necessary? Ellwood has set it forth as the achievement
of socialization, and has listed the lollowing steps or
elements of that achievement:
(2) Mathews, Clash of the World Forces, pg. 165
(3) Brown, This Believing 7/orld, pg. 56
(4) Kidd, Social Evolution, pg 100
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1. Repudiation of force and selfishness as
"bases for tiuman relations
2. Mutual forgiveness
3. A socially efficient imagination, enabling
men to identify themselves in thought and
feeling with their fellow—men, and
4. A contrihutive philosophy of life, by which
men will share their goods, "both material
and spiritual, with their fellowmen. (j5)
Conflicting with these necessary factors in the achieve-
ment of socialization, Kidd points out to us, are the forc-
es of man*s "own reason," (6). There are two sets of inter-
ests concerned, first, individual interests, to v/hich it is
the function of the reasoning self to administer ,hut which
are disintegrating to the growth of the organic social whole,
and second, the larger interests of society calling for so-
cial conduct which would not be sanctioned by individual
reason, and which therefore needs an ultra-rational sanction,
this ultra-rational sanction is given through religion, a
belief in a divine Power who requires social conduct of men.
And religion therefore becomes the "integrating principle"
and "organizing influence" in social evolution. This is the
first ; way in which it is a conservator of social values. The
second way is that it answers the ethical instinct of jr-s-
tice in man*s nature, which can find no complete answer in
the injustices of the social life as it is seen by man. Hot
only does religion give the ultra-rational sanction for ne-
cessary social living, but it furnishes the reason and so-
lution of that living in the belief which it gives in an
"eternal Good," an everlasting life, the final recompense
(5) Ellwood, C.A. Christianity and Social Science , p. 147ff
(6) Kidd, B.
.
Social Evolution
,
Chapter IV
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for the sacrifice which ethical altruism demands. Conn
holds that this ethical altruism is an instinct, as dis-
tinct in man as the instincts of self-preservation and
reproduction (which he possesses with the animals), and
that further, it is at the hasis of civilization. This
does not necessarily contradict Kidd's theory that the
ultra-rational sanction is basic, for ethical altruism
itself is higher than rational. Although following on
the knowledge of what is right, it exists apart from rea-
son and consists in the drive which impells to right act-
ion. Thus Conn says that the spirit of the martyr is not
based upon intelligence or reason though involving both,
for it is superior to both. But all this would be un-
thinkable without a belief in something beyond what is ap-
parent merely in the coming and going of evil in the world.
This is the basis for Conn's conclusion that "religion is
the vitalizing force in social development", and, because
"the hope for the future must lie largely in the develop-
ment of the ethical nature", and because "religion alone
gives vitality to ethics", since it "furnishes the only
real ground for sacrifice and right living, any system of
social advance which leaves out the religious side of nat-
ure leaves out the one force that makes possible the last-
ing organization upon which civilization depends." (7)
(7) Conn, H.W. Social Heredity and Soolal Evolution , p.343f
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Religion thenis necessary in order to give a sanction
beyond that ordinarily rational with man to the need-
ful qualities of life which make for social evolution,
and it can do this "because it somehow impresses man with
the eternal Justice and good hack of all that he sees in
existence which would seem to disprove justice, and,
through his helief in that eternal good, hacks up his
effort to practise altruism in harmony with it.
But religion is more than a product
(2)
Religion of social evolution and ethical evolu-
as a
Clue to ticn. To "believe in a good purpose
the
Purpose "back of all is one thing, but to xinder-
of Life
stand that purpose is another, and per-
haps the understanding of the Purpose of life in its
importance for man is second only to a belief that there
is such a purpose. In the whole process of adjustment, man
needs to have some idea as to what he is adjusting to.
Because the process of social evolution demands ultra-
rational sanctions this does not mean that man is re-
quired to be unreasoning. Beyond the belief in a power
which requires of man unrationalizable though instinct-
ive ethical conduct, beyond the belief in an eternal
good which justifies such conduct, man's power to reason
searches for an actual view of that good itselff that he
may intelligently cooperate with it. And for this cause
he asks "V/hat is the Purpose of Life?"
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Where shall we seek to understand the purpose of
life? In Science, in Psychology, in Sociology, in Philos-
ophy? Shall we not seek it also in Religion? Science and
Philosophy each touche on hut a part of truth. Science
can teach us that "Evolution is the orderly process of the
universe." (8) Philosophy cannot hut hring us to the poet's
expression, an echo of our own realization, that the mystery
of life hack of all things is still a mystery- -a thing ol
wonder- -to he reverenced with all the reverence of one who
knows fully as far as he knows hut who yet finds there is
something greater heyond his knowing. But Science does not
seek for this. It seeks only fo r causes and effects, not
purposes and ends, as Professor I.Iarlatt*s diagram shows, (9)
And when we read these lines, it is not the scientist at his
profession speaking, hut the poet?
A fire-mist and a planet,
A crystal and a cell,
A jellyfish and a saurian,
And ca\res where the cave-men dwell:
Then a sense of law and heauty.
And a face turned from the clod--
Some call it Evolution;
And others call it God, {10)
(8) College course in Biology, Tfiss Rath Philips
(10) Carruth, W.H.
Each in His Own
Tongue
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Sociology teaches us the path of human progress, the
customB, the traditions, the living threads of intellect
and emotion, and of will, and of all of these together as
they weave what we call our "social fahric." Sociology teaches
us that there are laws of social life even as there are lav;s
of organic life, as surely leading on to development if followed,
as surely resulting in destruction if they are not kept« So-
ciology teaches us of the sciences, the philosophies, the
religions of mankind, and of their influence. Sociology
teaches us of an ideal, "by which men learn to live together
harmoniously, and pleads the necessity of acceptance of this
ideal, and passionate devotion to it. Sociology terches us
the results of the ignoring of the ideal (ll). It Introduc-
es us to the problems arising every day from tendaiicies we
think of as unsocial, or sin. Perhaps it is Sociology fi-
nally which in its scientific study of human relations
shall give us the ultimate wthical principle of social
good, and thereby point further toward life's purpose which
makes it finally worth while.
Psychology opens for us the doorways of the human
mind, that we may understand its functioning. Psychology
goes a long way toward explaining the soul, then it also
stops, for there is a''beyond"here too. Psychology brings
light on much where before there was darkness; sometimes
it also bewilders. But, being a science, it gives us facts
upon which to stand, and from the points at which it ends.
(11) Ellwood, r->^riRtlp.n1tv and Sor.lftl Science, esp Ch. I
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philosophy leads us reverently to go on in another realm
of thinking, with these facts as base. Psychology may even
suggest the possibility of explanations of the scientifi-
cally unknowable, as in Prof. James's suggestion of a "Sluice-
way" into the Unconscious from a larger spirit-world, (12) , or
in the Psychoanalyst's diagram of the mind, in which the
primitive urges well up into the tfaconscious from the un-
explorahle"Id". (13) All this suggests something greater
than ourselves, something heyond the mind of man not yet
fully comprehended. When psychology has made clear all the
intricacies of the mind processes which were before mysteri-
ous, the mystery of this mind heyond still remains.
Philosophy takes us soaring on wings of thought, to
dizzy heights sometimes, and brings us nearer than science
to the understanding of the purpose of life. Philosophy
tells us of the Ultimate Reality, the Eternal Good which
transcends even the evil in the world and which is imma-
nent in all other values. Philosophy teaches us "to see life
steadily and see it whole" (14) . Philosophy trains us to
perceive the higher truth, to lay hold upon realities and
eternities even in the midst of confusion. Philosophy will
answer, when asked the reason for its optimism, "I make
the most of all that comes, and the least of all that goes."
(15) Philosophy sees meaning in the commonplaces of life.
(14) S.R.E. course in Philosophy, Prof. Earl Marlatt
(15) Teasdale, Sara, The Philosopher
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and, on the conclusions of philosophy, as here in the
words of Prof, liLarlatt, poetry can give us an insight
into truths v;hich suggest to us something of life's
purpose.
Elegy on Learning that Good-hye
means God Be With You
That v.'hich is real
"When other heauties fade
That which is li^ht
When all heside is shade,
That which lives on
^Uhen earthier passions die
Is God in us--
Good-morrow, friend,
G-ood-hyel
But experience demands more than philosophy alone can
give. Philosophy may influence experience, cr interpret
experience, hut here it ends. The purpose of life, as
something in which persons may share, is still to he
found.
Here, where the sciences and philosophy end, to
quote Dr. Zahniser ,"the Testimony of religion begins."
As F.ufus Jones has pointed out, religion reaches heyond,
to the fundamentals and to the ends of life.
"It attaches to an ultimate reality... It has itd
ground and hasis in the essential nature of the
soul of man,.,. It is a normal \vay of life, an
emergent function of the personal life, as sane
and intelligent, as consonant with reason, as
pure and sublimated as is any of our acts that
owes its push to an instinctive spring. Much of
out life is imbedded in the past. There are be-
neath us immemorial roots that stretch far back
to the birth of our race, and far back of that.."
(L6)
Here in religion it is not necessary that all should be
understood at once. Here is the opening of fellowship.
Here can reality be touched, whether or not it can be
(16) Jones, Rufus, The Fundamental Ends of Life,p.r?2
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explained. And partly 'because of this religion has "been
called a Dynamic. It gives a motive power that nothing
else can give*
Religion also makes complete understanding unneces-
sary in another realm, that of the problem of good and
evil. Theology may study deep for the explanation of this
strange "baffling condition or oall-it-what-you-will which
prevents our attaining to the highest possibilities of life.
We have seen how man is endowed with freedom of choice. Nat-
urally this would presuppose that there existed two possi-
ble choices, the good and the evil* Between the extremes
of belief in a power of evil opposing a Power of good, and
belief that there is no such thing as sin itself, there
have been many attempts at explanation, but after all is
said and done there still remains the quest of values, the
search for proper functioning, and the possibility for un-
balance or dis-harmony as well as for balance and harmony.
And to this perpetual question, religion can give an an-
swer. Without the necessity of complete understanding of
why and how such possibilities of un-rightness exist, (though
such an tinders tanding is not to be shunned), religion can
give us the help that we need in achieving this fundamen-
tal thing we desire — balance instead of dis-balance, har-
mony and in-tune-ness with the universal* "Ifo man can
serve two masters'*, said Jesus* It is here that our abil-
ity to choose meets its further implication. We may choose
for ourselves. But also we must choose. We cannot "take
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"both, please," like the girl at the banquet of whom
Miss Margaret Slattery speaks, "If you do this you
can*t do that." And in the long run we know this to
he true.
What then does religion give for what is perhaps
one of the primary prohlems of this life on earth? It
gives a sense df direction, of Purpose. "Seek ye first the
Kingdom of Heaven and its righteousness..." This is
the metal die complete and perfect, the reason-for-heing
of all the rest of our living which functions as neces-
sarily as the parts of the machine which stamp the die. (17)
a
With such central purpose the rest of life cannot help
"but take its place in beauty and harmony. V.liat is this
central] purpose?
Religix)n finds ultimate purpose in the Kingdom
of God. But we can share the purpose of CJod only through
knowing Him. Hot that we cannot "both know ahout God and
know Him. Ee who does both is doubly blessed. But if we
knowx all that can be known about the purpose of this
world, the good God who rules over it, the Life-Force
that moves in every living creature, or the under-and-
over current of all consciousness, if we know all this,
"but yet do not know God Himself somehow from our own
personal experience of Him, we have not touched the
deepest reality, and until we have so done so, we can-
not share that Purpose, any more than v/e can share an
earthly fellowship with someone whom we may understand
completely as a case but ;vtth whom we have no coramuni-
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cation. Further, it is this very communion which
eventually will help us to more fully understand that
with Which we commune. So, seeking to know God, we
shall find that we may better come to understand Him
and His purpose also.
The function of Religion has been stated by Dr.
Zahniser to be two-fold; first. Regulative and Direct-
ive, and second. Dynamic and Propulsive. (18) ^«Vhile it
is difficult to pigeon-hole these functions, perhaps we
may say that we have considered the two aspects of the
first function in our discussion of Religion as Sanction
and of Religion as a Glue to the Purpose of Life, the
one as sanctioning codes of living necessary to social
progress, the other as ameans of understanding and shar-
ing in the direction or purpose of that progress. The
greatest and most unique function of religion is yet to
be considered*
Understanding the purpose and direction
(3)
Religion °^ life, we still may lack the power to
as maintain completely our share in this di-
spiritual
Dynamic rection. Religion gives us the power to
maintain this direction, as, in answer to the realization
of our own fallibility, when we perceive the "moral ideal**
which Orchard says is the "occasion of the rise of the
sense of sin", it provides the Life-Force or Spiritual
(17) I am indebted to Us Lester Dearborn for this
figure of speech, though in a different connection
(18) The Sociology of Religion, coiirse outline and
summary, B.U.S.T. Fall, 1930
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Dynamic that we need in order to beoome, if and in
proportion as we lay hold on it, infallible.
The "sense of sin" is to be distinguished from
actual "guilt" and, as Orchard says, is "valuable to the
degree in which it leads to moral progress." (19) "Guilt,"
says this author, "as a term of ethical meaning is rec-
ognized to exist when thr,re is entire responsibility, com-
plete freedom of choice, and clear consciousness of the
moral issues involved, and the modern theological use of
the term usually bears this connotation." (20} Guilt then
is "proportional to the presence" of these factors, and
there is no such thing as complete guilt, since "Guilt
is not a feeling, but is an intellectual Judgment .. only
knowable to omniscience." (21) On the contrary "the less
actual sin there is, the greater is the sense of sin" (22),
and that paurt of conscience which gives us our sense of sin
is relative to our "recognition" of the moral ideal, and to
our "sensitiveness of perception" of this ideal and its
implications for us. (23) This ideal may be the product of
ethics and social standards as well as of reHigion. In the
Christian Religion, it is revealed to us through Christ,
whose "life, character, ministry, and death (apart from
theological interpretations)" make real to us the nature of
God. Because of the nature of human personality there
(19) Orchard, .7.E., D.D. Modern Theories of Sin, p. 119
(20) Ibid. p. 128 (21) Ibid. p. 133
(22) Ibid. p. 134 (23) Ibid. p. 132
All of Orchard references by courtesy of Mr.
Gingrich, for access to his notes
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follows on the perception of ths ideal the imperative to
personally achieve this ideal, and with this imperative
comes the sense of lacking to reach it, which is the
sense of sin" (24) The sense of sin or need may also
arise out of dissatisfaction with existing circumstances.
In answer to this comes the Life-force which shall
make us able to achieve the ideal* liVhat is this greatest
thing, the "Dynamic of Religion?"
At the risk of using a term which may suggest other
than the meaning here intended, let me suggest that the
method hy which religion provides the dynamic life-force
which is the heart of its oontrihution to mankind is "Sal-
vation." Salvation is primarily "deliverance," according
to J)r. 2ahnlzer. It is also consecration and dedication of
life. But it is more than these. Psychology tells us that
relaxation in any mental effort often "brings the one last
needed thing hy which the desired result is achieved, as
in the sudden, final solution of a difficult mathematical
problem after hours of work. (26) So in the struggle to
find GrOd's purpose, and to become in tune with it, it is
the "letting go" by which that is finally accomplished. It
may be true that what we think of as "guidance" is the re-
sult of our sub-conscious thoughts and patterns of reaction,
but real"guidance" is certainly more than this. There are
(24) Orchard. W.E., D.D. , Modem Theories of Sin, p. 132f
(25) Uren, A.R., Recent Religious Fsychology
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no doubt laws whioh gOTem the working of the suhconscious
even as there are laws which govern the working of the
conscious mind. Some day we shall understand them bet-
ter than we do today. And if there are laws, then ceratinly
no subconscious idea or impulse "Just happens" to come to
the fore, •'•t is quite probable that they are impelled by a
Higher Power, which works through the strata of the self
beneath the subconscious, called the Id, yet probably even
then not entirely independently of our own will and thinking.
We may "let go" without reference to God, and the solution
of our problem may or may not have in it the elements of
rightness by vdiich it becomes truth, according to our past
experience and understanding* But if we consciously "let go"
to God, may it not be that then every subconscious urge,
each habit and pattern of thought will be used of God and
directed by Him to aid us in the solution of our problem?
May it not be that, our own minds having chosen the direction
toward which we aould move, we can then trust that the sub-
conscious impulses which come will also be in that direc-
tion. Hot that it would never be poaeible for impulses or
guidance to come without our definitely having set the
direction. The influence of others, the power of suggestion,
the intercessory prayer which others make for us, are all
factors which make possible the netrance into our subcon-
scious or even deeper of that power outside ourselves by
which are caused the impulses we interpret as visions, guid-
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ance, intuition, or just "feelings". In order for this
guidance to "be genuine and endiiring there must be a re-
lationship between it and our otoi God-given intelligence.
Wehear much in Christian r-'^'ligious language about the
It
necessity for "surrender , Up to a certain point this idea
seems to conflict with the idea of responsibility of the
will* But our wills too are limited. Does not the respon-
sibility rest in our recognition of the limitation and in
oin* choosing to be directed by a higher Power, both within
and beyond our own limits of will power? Because He has
given us the freedom to choose, is not ours the responsi-
bility to seek Him for ourselves? Y/hat then is Salvation?
Is it not the working of God in us and through ud, as the
result of our own sincere seeking and "letting go," and
of our willingness to accept the impulses which, because
of our own or another's desire that we may be at one with
God, come into our consciousness as "guidance;" is it not
the power which we may claim as Intended for us in order
that we may be able to carry out the "guidance" we have re-
ceived?
^iVhat is this power? Surely it is fundamental to any
religion, even though more highly developed and more central
in the Christian religion than in any other. Vie find traces
of the belief in such a power in the ancient rite of the
eating of certain "flesh or cereals, which at first was simp-
ly a crude way of getting the power of the spirit or god in-
to one*sself by eating him, "mentioned in Uren*s book, Kecent
Religious Psychology (26). Again, when Isaiah tells of the
(26) Uren, A-"^-, Recentv Religious Psycholorjy i p. 145
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coal of fire with which the angel touched his lips, it is
in the "belief that in this act divine power cleansed him and
made him a fit messenger of Jehovah. To the disciples in
the upper room the advent of Pentacost was symbolized by
the tongues of fire, but the miracle to which th6y bore
witness, and which Christians since have sought and found
as their source of strength was the "gift of the Holy Spirit."
(27)
(27) Because my own conception of this spiritual gift has
grown, and because I believe that the most real contri-
bution I can make is through personal experience, I ven-
ture to offer here just what it means to me« I think of
the gift of the Holy Spirit a? a confidence and a peace
which will come following dedication and willingness to
walk with God in paths of service where He wills that
one go, but, more than this, I think of it as a sense of
fellowship and love of all God's creatures. This again
is not all, I think of it as the receiving of new power
from Him, confidence, ability, trust, and the will to
perform. But there is still a greater meaning. It is the
sharing of God's consciousness of people and their necis,
sharing with Him the task og bringing them to abundant
life, seeing the world-view as He sees it, knowing His
"upreaching desire" of progress, and wanting no plan
but God's plan, even as "He lias no hands but our hands
to do His work today," Thus the Holy Spirit is not a
gift only, but a responsibility, a sacred stewardship.
If in our hearts we "ant to share this task with God,
then we may ask His gift, !Tor need we wait long to ask
it, if our desire be sincere. liany have felt themselves
unworthy. Moses felt so. Isaiah felt io when he cried
out "I am undone.,., for mine eyes have seen the Lord,."
Stanley Jones felt it as a young missionary. Yet It is
never too soon to begin, with God. '\jid once we are will-
ing to "take the holy hazard" of choosing to surrender
to Him, to share His task, the beginning of power has
come. Perhaps it will never be complete, but with each
new growth it seems more wonderful, and more a part of
the great Source of all Power. Perhaps there is one se-
cret of that spiritual power in just this-- that we may
look in the eyes of God in spirit as we look in the eyes
of a friend and see there our own reflection. Perhaps it
is only then we may behold ourselves as God beholds us
in infinite potentiality of spirit, the radiance of per-
sonalities through whom His Spirit flows, and used of
Him for the advancement of that Purpose which we have
grown to love and begin to understand.

Suoh personal contaot with God, "by which we may-
lay hold on spiritual power, is possible on man's side
(4) because of his spiritual nature* As pointed
The Boots
of out in the discussion of Personality, this
Religion
in the spiritual nature is not completely understood,
Nature
of Man It is a part of the Sphinx's unexplained of
life, mysterious, and somehow felt to be linked with the
world mystery of life that pervades everything. Primitive
man thought of the soul as breath, but this did not ex-
plain the soul. Ho did not know where it went when the
body fell away, yet he knew it must go somewhere. And in
yearning, child-like faith he grew to worship something
greater than himself which he could not understand, this
spirit-world, of which he believed his own soul was a part.
He trusted in this spirit world, although he also feared
it, and he gave it his heart's devotion in acts of good
conduct and worship. This same trust and sense of worship
is echoed today, a little differently perhaps, but with
even greater potentialities of spiritual power, as other
types of power have also increased, in the religion of
many sincere thinkers, young and old. As expressive of
the feeling after spiritual things discovered among stu-
dents, Mr. Kitchen q^uoted the words of two students with
whom he had had contaot ; "We will believe that the world
will hold beauty." "Ethical Idealism seems a big thing and
wouldn't amount to much if worship were cut off from it." (28)
Chapel Talk, Mr. W.H. Kitchen
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Having arrived at some understanding
DEPIUITIOH
of the place of religion in the life of man,
OF
we are now ready to consider a definition
RELIGION
of religion. This is not an easy task; as
James has said "it is finally a field of experience where
there is not a single conception that oan be sharply drawn. "
(29) Yet definitely we may he ahle to analyze it into the
following distinct elements: Some sort of belief is necess-
ary in religion (30), and some objective reference for that
belief (31), that is, some conception of higher powers or
power such as the Christian calls God. This involves a phil-
osophy of some sort (32), almost as basic as belief if we
take Dr. Brightman seriously, in his quotation from Bishop
Berkeley; "ifhatever the world thinks, he who hath not much
meditated upon God, the human mind, and the Sunmum bonum
may possibly make a thriving earthworm, but will most indu-
bitably make a sorry patriot and a sorry statesman." (33)
(29) James, William, The Varieties of Religious Exper-
ience
, p. 46
(30) Carlyle, Thomas; Religion is "The thing a man does
practically believe; the thing a mai. does prac-
tically lay to heart, and know for certain con-
cerning his vital relations to this mysterious
Universe and his duty and destiny therein.
"
(31) Brightman, Edgar S. -Religious Values , pp. 106-135
(22) Calrd, Edward; "A man's religion is the espression
of his ultimate attitude to the Universe, the
summed-up meaning and purport of his whole con-
sciousness of things."
(33) Brightman, E.3. Religious Values , p. 243
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Keliglon also Involves ethioal values (34), although
this was not true at first. And religion gives an answer
to life's needs (35). Heligion is social (36), and religion
involves feeling (37). But, most important of all, religion
rests upon relationship with the Grod in Whom one believes,
and the expression of that relationship in acts of reveren-
ce and right living (that is, living in accordance with the
ethical values understood to be implied). (36)
In attempt to learn more of these different aspects
of religion, man has developed various branches of study
by which he has sought to learn the truth in each case*
Philosophy has sought to understand the nature of the universe,
and Theology has been the especial branch of philosophy
which has sought to understand GrOd and his relations with
(34) Huxley, Thomas H. iteligion is "Reverence and love
for the Ethical ideal, and the desire to realize
that ideal in life."
(35) Ellwood, C.A. "The end of all religion is in social
and personal salvation, in help over difficulties
and redemption from the evils of life. Like the
mind itself, religion exists to meet the needs of
life, and it is essentially an adaptive device if
life; like reason it exists in particular to meet
the needs of life in very complex situations, in
"crises" where the lower processes of body and mind
are inadequate to cope with the situation.**
p. 37 Reconstruction of Religion
See also BrightmSi, !=:.3. "eligious Values, pp. 97-99
How religion fulfills Human Heeds (for unity,
for purpose, and for permanence)
(36) Harrison, (Miss) "Religion sums and embodies what
we feel together, what we care for together, what
we imagine together."
Thesis: A gtudy of 3oc ial ^rlglns of Sreek Re1
.
(37) Arnold, Matthew; "Religion ia' mortality touched with
emotion.
"
(38) ^iahniser, C.R. : "Religion has primarily to do with
one's relation to (rOd. In its essence it is the prac
tice of the fellowship with Tod. It is concerned
with establishing and nurturing those relationships
with God which make for a good and satisfying life."
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man. Ethics has studied the moral prinoiples of life in an
attempt to formulate the true principles by which to live as
a basis of religion* Kysticism has led to the conviction of
the reality of Sod on the basis of an experience of Him. It
has sought to develop the art of such communion. The recent-
ly developed Psychology of Religion, still only in its begin-
nings, has sought to understand the processes of mind through
which -"eligious experiences come. Worship has been one foim
of expression of the relationship of man with CrOd, and mo-
ral living has been perhaps most generally the final test of
religion. Because man is a social being there has grown up
a new science, related to Ethics but including a broader
field. Sociology, or the science of human relations. All of
these contribute to the understanding of religion, yet none
gives the complete picture alone of this which Goethe names
"the deepest, nay the one theme of the world's history to
which all others subordinate." (39) nevertheless we may
consider the following composite definition as a basis for
our thesis:
i:(eligion is man's belief in and conscious relation-
ship, alone and with others, to God as the creative power
of the universe, in harmony with Whom, he attempts to build
his criteria for ethical judgment, and by Whose aid he then
seeks to live in right relations with his fellows.
Let us now turn to a more definite
THE
consideration of that religion which we ac-
RELIGION
cept as our own, the religion of Jesus
OP
Christ. Of what, precisely, does it consist?
JESUS
(39) Kidd, B.
, Socl-al Evolution. Ch. IV
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fji^Q In a very fine discussion of the
Fundamentals fundamentals of the religion of Jesus
in Ward^s took, "llhicY. Vlay Religion?" (40)
the author says "The first question to
ask of any religion is what is the nature of its God, Up-
on this depends its valuation of man and the destiny it
offers him". He goes on to show how Jesus* view of God
was rather his own "relationship to God" than a formal de-
claration of the nature of God (41). "7JYia.t is clear beyond
dispute is that he trusted in a loving iieavenly Father."
With all respect to the passionate longing for truth which
leads thinking men into the study of philosophy may it "be
affirmed that there is no greater tfuth at which they can
arrive than this, v/hich the religion of Jesus, if accepted
all the way, holds fundamental: "The Eternal Spirit as will-
ing good to all men, even to evildoers..,, an active sacrifi^
cing good will. It is willing to help men even to the point
of suffering. Thus at last in the history of religion the
element of sacrifice is made ethical," Similar to a statement
made by a professor of Social Pathology at a southern univer-
sity as to his Christian belief, is this of V/ard's: "His sun
and rain are bestowed alike upon the evil and the good, the
just and the unjust. He watches with concern the destiny of
(40) Ward, Harry F, 7/hich ^^ay Religion? p. 137ff.
(41) Compare Jones, Stanley, The Christ of the Indian Road
"As He came among man He did not try to prove tlie ex-
istence oC God-- He brought Him, He lived in God and
men looking upon His face could not find it within
^liemselves to doubt God," p, 192
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tlie least of His creatures^" (42)
Butv "it is not merely in the fact that Hid God is
ethical that the value of Jesus for the modern world ap-
pears. It developes more particularly in the vmy this
Grod is experienced and known." (43) In the last analysis
there is this reality in the true Christian's heart: "I
only know I have experienced Him, " as the man healed of
a life-long infirmity said "This I know, that wherear I was
"blind, now I see," (44) and, as the poot has written:
"I know not where His islands lift
Their fronded palms in air
I only know I cannot drift
Beyond His love and care." (45)
To some extent this is true of all religions. Devotional
Zoroastrians have felt Ahura, the Mohammedan feels Allah|
Yet there is a peculiar power in the v/ay men feel the God
of Jesus. Here in this realm of religious experience Christ-
ians themselves would differ in their description, for each
individual experience of God is one's own and not like any
other. But what is experience of God? Can Religious Psychol-
ogy give us any insight here? Although the term "conversion"
may meet ohjection as not significant of a sufficiently uni-
versal type of experience, yet the three types of conver-
sion set forth by Starbuck (as reviewed by Uren ) are heid
to include the most varying types of religious experience:
they are 1, the positive determination or volitional type,
(42)Ward, H. V. Which Way Religion? p. 140
(43j Ibid. p. 141
(44) Gospel of John, Chapter IX
(45) \7hittier, J.G. fromThe Eternal Goodness
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2. the negative determination or self-surrender type,
and 3, the spontaneous awakening type. Uren's own classi-
fication would include 1« the mystical (dealt v/ith partic-
ularly "by James), 2, the prophetic, 3« the doer, and 4, the
intellectual. (46) Pratt, as Uren reviews his "book "The
Religious Consciousness", divides religious types into four:
1. the traditional, which is controlled "by authority of the
past, 2, the rational, which wants to "break with tfaditional
authority and to hase itself purely on reason, and verifiable
experience, 3, the mystical, which appeals to an experience
peculiarly subjective and not scientifically verifiable (the
"religion of feeling" in Pratt*8 earlier work, (47)-) and 4.
the practical or moral, which puts the accent on conduct ra-
ther than on belief or emotion. (48) Says Uren "Pratt shows
tJaat the ideal is the harmonious development of all four as-
pects of the religious life in one individual, but the ideal
is not the actual," (4$) One realizes that the laws of indi-
vidual personality apply here as well as in every other phase
of life, although the general criticism of a religion which
has emphasized one aspect to the lessening of the others, he
seems not to admit it. One thinks of the revivalist type, which
seems to leave out the intellect, of the "work religion" or
"busybody" type which seems to leave out the heart, and be-
(46) Uren,A. R. Recent Keligioug Fsycholofcv tP> 75-76
(47) Ibid, p 86
(48) Ibid, pp 230-231
(49) Ibid, p 231
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cause of these he thiiiks that religion itself is doomed,
that is, unless he has thought through what it means for
himself. Cne might not entirely ageee with Fratt, although
the new discovering in psychology concerning the influence
of the emotions on all of life would certainly thuww the
evidence in this direction: he says that "reason can neve^
give the c^ainty the religious 'mind desires; it may fash-
ion elaborate conceptual constructs for religion, hut these
fail to satisfy; religion therefote turns for support to
the instinctive and emotional region of human nature." Fur-
ther, he believes that "the only religion that can endure
in these days, is that which is based on a private quasi-
mystical experience. • . the religion of authority and of
reason are both passing away, and the one hope for the fu-
ture lies in the religion of feeling," (50) Dr. Zahniser
points out that this principle is in essence the same as
the apostle Paul's belief that emotion is the dynamic of
life.
But in the long run it ii in religious experience
itself that we can best hope to find our clue as to what
it is, and not in philosophy or psychology, for tV^ese only
give us facts about religious experience, the one from the
cosmic Bide, the other from the personal side. If one would
really know what is the experience of God, he must find it
for himself. It is true that we may partake a little of the
(50) Uren, A R. Recent r.eligious rsychology ,pp92-96
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reflected experience of the great souls in the Bihle and
in more recent literature, and of those in life about us
who have experienced aod, hut we cannot really "know" un-
til we have found Him personally. If it is important that
each social worker think out his own philosophy of life,
discover his own religious psychology (51), and decide on
his own heliefs, hew much more important that he shall al-
so huild his uwn pathway to the presence of God Himself?
What other can huild it for us? In prayer, and in the hon-
est facing of the issues of life we shall find God. In the
relinquishing of every selfish aim with Him, in confidence
that, once we are willing, He shall he able to "temper our
spirits" to achieve the thing we have grown to desire even
as He desires it, we shall lay hold upon His gift .In the
sense of our own inadequacy as we work alone, in the yearn-
ing to share His strength and to he used of Him, in the vis-
ion of His truth, and in the answering consecration of our
utmost selves, we shall have met His Holy Spirit, and, walk-
ing in the calm and vigor of such living communion, we shall
find "nothing impossible" unto us. Yet seek Him for yourself.
The religion of Jesus holds this to be forever true: "Ask,
and ye shall receive, seek and ye shall find, knock, and it
shall be opened unto you," (52)
Ward has said "The essential thing about the God of
Jesus is that He requires creative effort from man," (53)
(5lj Uren, A.R. Recent Religious Fsycholo/zy tP, 137
52) Gospel of Luke, Chap li, verse 9
53)¥ard, h,f. '.hich V/ay Religion ? p. 144
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And the result of this is the spiritualizing of life#
"The love of God for man, the love of man for Gk)d, and
the love of man for man, which are so interdependant and
intertwined in the word and life of Jesus, are riot un-
derstood and apprehended unless it is rememhered that they
root in the soil of justice and can only grow as ths,t soil
is kept rich and vital. In no religion does the ethic de-
pend so absolutely and constantly upon the nature of its
Grod as in the religion of Jesus..., men are urged to strive
to "be like this Ck>d." (54)
This "brings us to the second fundamental
(2)
Man of the Christian religion which Ward discusses,
the conception of man, ¥e hear much today of
the value of Personality, and in Jesus we find this valu-
ing at its height. Even as He assumed "that human nature
is callable of unlimited moral development," so Christians
are to follow after Him. This is especially significant for
the vocation of Social Work. "His faith in the recuperat-
ive capacity of man's moral nature is similar to that of
medical science concerning his physical being, and similar-
ly justified. As Nash used to say, a belief in the 'infin-
ite worth of the downmost man' is one of His basic working
principles. This not only anticipates the modern view 4f the
improvability of humsn nature that underlies our social
programs, it goes deeper. With Jesus this vreis no platform
phrase, no professional formula. He was v/illing to die for it."
(55)
(54) Ward, H.F» Which Way Religion? ^43
(55) Ibid. pp. 147-148)
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The third fundamental is Salvation, the
(3)
answer of Jeaua to the problem of evil in
Salvation
life. And that answer is a partnership with man.
"He called men to take up a oross like His, not to look
passively to His cross for redemption. Therefore His
religion is dynamic. It sets men at the biggest of all
tasks, the overcoming of evil, and for power it connects
them with the eternal energy." (56) It is an "Ethical
Salvation" which Jesus urges us to seek, salvation from
the evils of an "acquisitive society," a salvation that
also "Connects His religion with the cosmic problem,"
understanding and right use of the physical forces of
natxire, the practice of mutual aid, "our only hope as
it is our only chance for life." So the "process of life"
which Jesus gives us "runs beyond as well as through
history. ...a part of the ancestral experience of the race."
"It is because the capacity to share, to serve and
to sufferthat others may live survives amid all the
instinctive brutality and orc^anized 3elfJ«hn«as of
modern life, because it becomes increasingly a mu-
tual dedication to a chosen social order, that there
is hope for the future. Here is a way of life that
resists dissolution and defies the grave. For the
pomp and circumstances, the power and glory, over
which men fight there is no continuance; only the
inevitable dust and ashes. But for the spirit of
mutual aid, the striving and the seeking for a way
of life for all, there is no death.
(56) Ward, H.P. '^ich Way ^ligion? p. 151
(57) Ibid. pp. 161-162
For a discussion of the more personal side of
salvation refer to pp. 28-31 of this thesis.
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If the first tests of a religion are
The Ethic
of Jesus its fundamentals, the nature of its God, its
"belief in and experience of that Ood, its un-
derstanding of man, and what it does for man, then the sec-
test is the nature of expression in ethical conduct growing
out of that religion. It has "been suggested that in the religion
of Jesus the ethical is inextrica"bly linked with the idea
of God. The Ethical Imperative follows unquestionably* in ,
greater or less degree. But, one may say, other religions
are ethical also. What is it that makes the religion of Je-
sus different? Even the religion of Jesus was founded upon
another, that of the He"brews. According to ?/ard "the strug-
gle for ethical religion is, of cousse, both older and wi-
der than the line which runs back to the prophets of IsraaJ"
but he has shown also ho^ "nowhere else has this vital chal-
lenge" ( grounded in the cohesive qualities of tribal and
rural life) "been as continuously developed as in this move-
ment for which the Hebrew prophets were primarily responsi-
ble, which is embodied in the modern world in the personal-
ity of Jesus." (58)
Is it not that Chris t*s ethic goes further than any
other? That ultimate giving, the "second mile," the spirit
of sacrifice which is rooted in human nature, even in ani-
mal life as Prof. TncConnell has pointed out (?9), y^t crowd-
ed down by other instincts until Jesus came as the great
(58) V/ard, H, F. VAiich Tfty Religion?p. 136
(59) S.R.E. Sumner School course, Rel. Ed. in the Country
Community
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example of that for which men had long felt the necess-
ity, this is that which "makes the wheels go round," the
solidarity which can come no other way. It has "been said
that we need first to clear up our fundamental thinking,
and then that we need to make the social application,
which will give motive power. Here we shall find it, as
we practise the ethic of Jesus, developing within our-
selve'^ the "life-giving qualities of sharing and serving"
which make for the survival of the highest life. (60)
This then is the "basic Ethic of Jesus. As Dr. Leslie
has said "it isn't so much that men need scholarship, and
a high degree of knowledge, so much as it is a glow." To
the oft-quoted sentence "V/hat you are speaks so loud I
cannot hear what you say" we should add the more positive
truth "TThat you are speaks so loud I cannot help listen-
ing to what you say." It is this which makes Jesus and
those who follow Him different. (61)
SUiaiARY
: Tlo^uB religion is not primarily
THE COHCEPTIOIT something institutional. Ward says that
Of RELIGION institution, religion is tied up with
ON WHICH
other institutions of the time." Such a
THE THESIS IS
BASED religion is a hindrance to social trans-
formation unless itself "be changed, "but the religion of spir^
it is an aid to social transformation. (6^;) It is not some-
,60) Ward, K. F. V.Tiich Tay Religion ? p. 160
61) Courtesy of 7't. A.F. C-in^rich, for notes
62) Ward, H.F. Ihid. p. 179
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thing ecclesiastical alone, which, says Ward, men talk
ahout when they write of "the decline of religion,"
Jesus, he says'jdiffers from ecclesiastical religion in
declaring the power of God to he available only on ethi-
cal terms and for ethical ends: He does not offer to de-
liver it," (63) It is not something myst*cal alone, for
Ward insists that ethical relationship with one's fellows
is necessary to a real experience of God; "failing this
the love of God is nothing more than a pious illusion, a
temporary warming of the heart that soon leaves ashes in
its place," (64) Neither is it something metaphysical or
philosophic alone, for, although Ward admits the iiiiport-
ance of philosophy, he holds that there is danger that
the "interest in the problem of God is mere indulgence
in metaphysics and not a realization of human inadequacy
for the task that lies ahead of us in getting rid of the
evil that is in man and in the world," (65) "ITot to the
wise is it given to bring mankind to rebirth. They may not
even show us the way unless their widdom is illuminated with
the passion for humanity." (66) So we could go on, Ceremo-
nialy revivalism, mediation, proselyting, intellectual ra-
tionalizing, concern for the individual at the expense of
society, or for the society at the expense of the individ-
ual, none of these represent the whole coherent viev/ of a
(63) Ward, H,P. Which Way Religion? p. 171
(64) Ibid. p. 141
(65) Ibid, p, 174
(66) Ibid, pp 188-189
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religion which is vital to life. Something more is
needed
—
"the capacity to choose the highest- -that
is the most social--ends when they appear, and
to pursue then at any cost. If modern man is to
save either his society or himself he must he
willing to die if need he for his vision of the
pdssihilities of life. For that he needs a re-
ligion with more passion and drive than that now
offered in the name of science. Fe must he con-
scious of the ends worth seeking as well as the
means hy which they can he achieved. He must have
the power to pursue them at any cost to himself."
(67)
And of this Jesus of Nazareth has heen the supreme
example. His religion lives because He himself lived it.
In absolute trust of the good Father Grod with Whom His
life was "tempered", in His unhesitating valuation of the
worth of humankind, in His devotion to the cause of humaii
betterment which led to the greatest sacrifice of all
time, in the impelling power of His call to men to follow
Him,His religion has met man*s need and found the devotion
which men in turn liave given, a devotion which has flowered
out into abundant and radiant living in all who have sought
and made the experience of God their oirvn.
This then is the poWer and reality of the Religion
of Jesus, V*hat has been its influence on Social Progress?
(67) Ward, H. P. mich Y/ay Heli/?ion ? p.p. 196-197
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2. SOCIAL PROGRESS
Our next task is to answer the quest-
THE GOAL
ion "'f?hat do we mean by Social Progress?"
Of LIFE
What has been in the main its direction? To-
ward what end has society "been moving?
To understand what is the goal of life is almost
as difficult a task as to define religion, for the concep-
tions and centers of what men have striven for in life have
"been various. Is there a universal value which the world
seeks, to which all other seeking is subordinate? Can we
take the words of Dr, Brightman as fact? "True satisfaction
is what we experience as a by-product when we seek to obey
the ideal laws of truth or beajitty or goodness," (l) ',vhat are
these ideal laws? 7/hat is the "upreaching desire" which has
led men on to seek to obey them? Again we may go back to
our fliscussion of the nature of man and of his total envi-
ronment, James says "Adjustment of self to environment is
the deepest law," (2) "The urge for survival" we often find
cited a* a strong influence on our aims in. life (3), and as
this has dominated man's life in spite of the possibilities
of development in other directions, it has gro^ra into the
"quest for power." Still further refined, the goal is held
as the aim to "get across" to our fellows, as described in
Overstreet*B Influencing Human Behaviour , (4)
l)Brightraan, 5>S. .Reli.^ious Values , p. 124
2 J James, 7/. , The Varieties of Religious Expedience, p. 03
3) UcConnell, Charles IT. The r.ural Pilliou , p. 158. Ch. II
4) Overstreet, H,A.
.
Influencinr Human Behavior , Ch. I
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More intellectual is the search for truth as a goal.
For many this has been the dominating motive in life. (5)
Ellwood says "There is,,, no passion in man which is
deeper than the passion for truth," (6) But it is in the
realm of man*s emotional and spiritual nature that we
find his most far-reaching aims,
For long ages the "Pursuit of Happiness" has been
thought of as the chief end of life. "How to gain, how
to keep, how to recover happiness is in fact for most
men at all times the secret motive of all they do, and
of all they are willing to endure," (7) Yet happiness
itself is abstract. And because "not by appointment do
we meet delight and joy," men have learned to discover
v/hat are the conditiond of happiness and to seek these.
Adjustment, power, knowledge of truth, some of the con-
ditions are fairly obvious, Buddha saw happiness in es-
cape, to "put an end to the sorrow and suffering of this
life, "(8) And, while this method of negative renunciation
of all desire is not accepted by all who seek to allevi-
ate suffering, this very purpose is a strong motive force,
particularly for those whose especial interest is human
bettermebt, "The right relations with one's fellov/s is al-
so exceedingly important. Therefore the motive of searcji
for "the Good Xife" has led men far, (9) According to Ell-
f5j Brightman, E,?,, Religious Values , p. 127
16) Ellwood, C.A,, Chris tiandt:;^ and Docial Science , p.l75
(
7
j Jame s , V.'. , The Varieties Of Religious Experience , p . 78
(8) Ellwood, C,A. , The Recons tru.^tion of Religion , p. 68
(9) Course in Educational Sociology, U.Cf
Prof .Cotterman
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wood one of the chief concerns of man, as he has cone
to understand himself, is the getting of correct pat-
terns ofi which to base conduct.
Yet it not for himself alone thatv he widhes to
attain goodness. There is within man that "passion for
social Justice" which demands fulfilling. ( 10 ) and in the
pursuing of this end has grown the movement for humanity-
wide democracy, (ll) Institutions have grown up whose aim
is "to teach men to identify themselves with their fel-
lows everywhere, so that from the standpoint of social ev-
olution their purpose may be stated as the creation of a
universal human fellowship." (12) The humanitarianism of
our modern day has set for its "supreme object of endeavor'
the furtherance of the "collective life of humanity" (13)
to be accomplished through service. Again, in the commer-
cial world the "provision of service" is the great purpose
in which both workers and shareholders in industry may
join, and by so doing, attain another simple desire of
man's nature, "honest work." (14)
It is strange how even this aim of humanitarian
service has become narrowed in its application. As has been
shown by Basil Fathev/s in his book Of our modern confused
times, "The Clash of Vorld Forces", the values •nd ^oals held
respectively by Nationalist, Joramunist, and Secular Llaterial-
(lO)Ellwood, C.A.f Christianity and Social Science ,pp. 175f
(ll Ibid. p. 81
(12) IBid. p. 71
1 13 J Ibid, p. 68 (qu, from Hobhouse)
(14) Tavmey, F-,H,, The Acquisitive Society
.
ppl(l2-112
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ist, each in their own thought justified and for
a humanitarian cause, still fall short of completeness.
These are respectively; 1. The glory of the nation,
2, The material well-being of the proletariat, and 3,
the triumph of mechanistic civilization, increasing of
production and raising of the material standard of liv-
ing. (15) Y/e must look further for the more universal
goal of man*s life.
Rufus Jones, in "The Fundamental Ends of Life"
,
has shown us that"purposeful ends" may be of two types:
first, Secondary or proximate, which are pragmatic ends,
and second, "the fundejnental ends, not dissociated from
the utilitarian level "but going "beyond it," even as grace
in ef ficiency goes beyond efficiency alone, and the fine
art of living goes beyond any rules of life which may be
laid down (16)« Here this author has suggested to us the
highest type of a goal for living, the spiritual, which,
like the "supreme loyalty" will not betray the lesser
loyalties of needful though more secondaty ends. Y^e are
thus engaged, says Jones, in a search for reality that
is good in itself, fitting our "deepest nature as the key
fits the lock, as floating pollen fits the kindred flow-
er, and as light fits the eye, and gives us the surging
consciousness that we have found and are enjoying tliat
for which we were mysteriously made." As fundamental
ends then, he lists four such realities: Beauty, Love,
(15j}Jathews, Basil, The Clash Of TZorld Forces
, p. 155
(16) Jones, Rufus, The Fundanental Ends of Life
, p. 18
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Moral Conduct or the "Consciousness of Ought", and
Religion. It is "because these find their roots in man's
nature that they are fundamental to him, necessary to
his completeness; The consciousness of ought is "one
of the most tremendous affirmations that human experience
knows," and which "cannot he explained away,,, any more
than the enjoyment of heauty can he» The real intrinsic
religion is that"which seeks God, as the artist seeks heauty
and as the lover seeks for his beloved... for no ulterior
and extrinsic purpose, solely to find Him and to worship
Him and to love Him and he like Him." (17)
May it not "be tliat this oneness with God is the high-
est of all fundamental aims, the sharing of the "upreaching
desire" of all progress which is the poet's prayer? (18)
And, knowing God as one Ylho desires the happiness of a"bun-
dant life for His children, happiness in the light of this
tfuth seems no longer a hedonistic end. Becajise we helieve
in God's love for us we may accept that love as our pattern,
and, beginning at this point we may seek to discover if these
words of Ellwood's are true, that to "live for others" is
(17) Jones, Rufus, The Fundamental Ends Of Life , p. 22
(18) "Temper my spirit, Lord,
Keep it long in the fire;
Make it one with the flame, let it share
That upreaching desire.
Grasp it Thyself, my God:
§Wing it straight er and higher
I
Temper my spirit, Lord,
Temper Viy spirit,0 Lordl
Jean Unterneyer
Smith, H. Augustine, .\merican Student Jlvranal , 182
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tut "carrying a step further a process 7;hich nature has
already begun within family and within other face to face
groups of men." (19)
la this then the key to our social progress?
What is progress? Lester P, Ward in
DEPIWITION
his definition says "Human progress may
OP
he defined as that which secures the increase
PROGRESS
of human happiness*" (20( Ellwood says
that social evolution is "essentially psychic or spiritual
in its nature, dependent upon mental evolution*" "Cultural
evolution," a still broader concept, "rests upon all pre-
vious organic, mental, and social evolution of the living
world, but is distinct, an evolution of coadaptive habits,
and the vehicle by which these are transmitted is the web
of intercommunication called language." (21) Language therefore
is one of the clues to that distinct social heredity which
makes the social evolution of man so different from organic
evolution. Other social attributes, as listed by Conn in his
work on Social Heredity and Social Evolution are 2. Writing
and Printing, 5. The Moral Sense, 4. Customs and Government,
5» Knowledge, 6. Accumulations. (22) Fundamentally it is be-
cause man is social that such an evolution is possible for
him. "'Tie not laws, muscles, nor even brains, but society
that makes the man. (23)
(19) Ellwood, G.A*, Christianity and Sooial Science , p. 100
(20) Carver, T.N., Sociology and Social Progress ,~p. 116-120
(21) Conn, H.W., Social Heredity and Social Evolution, p. 126
(22) Conn. H.V/. Ibid., pp. 22-25
(23) Ellwood, C,A., Op. Cit. pp. ^5-36
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The situation presented isx that of a divided
world of races, clans, classes, individuals. The process of
adjustment is one ofl "socialization", (24) of the "inte-
gration of small and simple communities into larger com-
munities that are of higher and higher orders of compo-
sition", and along with this the secondary features of
differentiation and integration." (25) In these character-
istics, fiske holds that the evolution of society con-
forms to the universal law of evolution discussed hy Spen-
cer. At the same time, though this is true as far as organ-
ic evolution is a part of human evolution. Conn would say
that from here on the similarity ceases(26), and that so-
cial evolution,made possible by social heredity, follows
entirely different laws from those of organic heredity. (27)
Chiefly the difference lies in the modiflability of the
characters transmitted by social heredity. The possibility
of acquiring new traits, of developing cid ones through
education, of consciously improving then through intelli-
gent thought, and of handing on the benefits of experience
to the next generation, makes passible man's conscious
share in his own social evolution, (28) In this fact lies
our hope for the future as well as the possibilij^y for a
more elastic and reverent interpretation of the social
progress of the past, IToreover, the "preferential function
of consciousness" gives man his opportunity for choice in the
matter.
(24) Ellwood,C.A. , Christianity and S.^ ., phap.III
(25)Carver ,T.ir. , Sociology and Bocirl I rcy^r osg ,ppl20-lC6
f26jConn, E.^'^. , Social Heredity and Social £voluticn ,p8
(276 Ibid. p. 26
(28) Ibid. p. 28
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TEE DIRECTIOIT V/hat then of the direction
^•^ of social progress? Fiske has des-
SOCI/iX
crihed it as a process of adapta-
tion, a "continuous estahlishment of
inner relations in conformity to outer relations," and as
to how this has "been flone, he says "the fundamental charac-
teristics of social progress is the continuous weakening
of selfishness and the continuous strengthening of sympa-
thy, "^29) or, as Co»te has held, the "gradual supplanting
of egoism hy altruism," (29)
The sociological perio«2s into
Sociological
Analysis which the evolution of man has "been
divided are, 1. The period of the An-
imal mind, 2. the period of the Child mind, 3* the period
of the Savage mind, 4, the period of the Bart^arian mind,
and 5. the period of the Civilized mind, (30) The "evolu-
tion of culture is in essence an evolution of pattern i-
deas "by means of which human conduct is controlled" (31),
and as evolution advances this world comes more and more
to he a "world of ideas and vr^lues", (32) "in which errors
can he corrected only "by spiritual means, "by a growing so-
cial intelligence," The source of human social patterns is
found in 1, the instincts, 2, in primary group relation-
ships, and 3, in primitive occupations, (33) From the peace-
(29) Carver, T,N,, Sociolop:y and Social Fro/:!:ress ,ppl20-126
(30) Ellwood,C.A,, Christianity and Socia"' SQteitg»,D 46
(31) I^id- P 40
(32) Ihid. p 40 (35) Ihid, pp 41-42
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ful harmonious relationships of the primary group in
early civilization, mankind developed hostile patterns
leading to warfare between groups, self consciousness
entered, and self-interest, which finally became direct-
ed to the attainment of power and selfish pleasure. (34)
But still beneath it all man realized that the patterns
of the primary groups were the only satisfactory ones
to follow to the end, (35) and he chose to struggle a-
gainst the barbarism in which he found himself develop-
ing, to a better social system in which application
should be made in the social life of humanity in general
of the ideals of the primary group life. In this he
seemed to sense the validity of this principle which,
says Ellwood, if true, is a good sociological founda-
tion for a religious evolution built upon it. It is here,
in the emphasis on the value of maintaining the standards
of the family or primary group relationships, that Judaism
made one of its distinct contributions to social progress.
From Conn we find reinforcement for this belief in the im-
portance of primary groups. "The family has continued to
remain t^e foundation of society through all the vicissi-
tudes of the rollihg centuries." (36), and Ellwood says
"the true patterns for the ultimate social and spiritual
life of man.,., are found in love, service, self-sacrifice,
(34)Ellwood,C,A, , Christianity and G.C.p 45
^35) Ibid, p 46
(36)Conn,H.v;. , Social Heredity and Social Involution ,pl42
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and spiritual sa.tisfact ions of primary groups." (37}
Pour forces that "bind the family together, "by which
it has st6od through "the rise and fall of empires and
nations", surviving the "corruption that cones from suc-
cess and the misery thiat comes from failnxe," "surviving
also the insinuating effects of individualism and of sci-
entific argument," (38) are considered "by Conn to "be
fundamentally at the "basis of civilization, and are, name-
ly; "first, the fact that the family is a natural unit a-
rising from reproduction, second, social instincts, third,
desire for protection and power that comes from union, and
fourth, the interest and love of the memhers for each other,"
(39)
From its "beginning in the family, organization of
has
society expanded to tri"be, community, and nation. "Civili-
zation has progressed toward greater and greater organiza-
tion with a force that has been irresisti"ble." (^O)And,
uniquely in this ever increasing development of civilization
has "been the influence of individual personalitiES. (41)
There have been two main types of influence; 1. that of a
I)atriarchal relationship of the chieftain to his group,
"leading to despotism or stagnation which characterizes the
nations of the last," and 2. that of the "comraunal relation,
tending to democracy and the energy which characterizes the
nations of t'ne T7est." (42) Although based upon the family, and
37)Ellwood,C.A. Cl-.ristianity and S.3 .p. 55
38) Conn,H,Y/. , Se6fcal Heredity and Gocial .Solution . pl44
(39) Ibid. P 145
140 Ibid, p 152
(41) Ibid, p 155 (42) Ibid, p 156
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often strongly grounded in religious "belief and authority,
the patriarchal type of government failed to endure "because
of the growing autocratic power wielded "by one ruler. "I7ith
individual life initiative crushed out, and with all govern-
ment dependant on onec person with human frailties like any
other, "nothing "bound these empires into a firm unit, and
they lacked the element of permanency". (43) China is the
one example of a great nation of the world which has "been
a"ble until recent years to develope its patriarchal system
and to live in it, isolated from the refit of the v/orld. That
its contact with the rest of the v7orld is resulting in most
rapid change is known "by all who have their eyes upon the
Far East at this time.
Thee principle on which comj>iunal nations have "been found-
ed is that if individual a"bility. Two ruling (sometimes con-
flicting)forces have developed; the elected leaders or rulers
of the people, and thd Priesthood, established to meet the
need for religious leadership (which, in the patriarchal sys-
tem resided in the chieftain). The centralizing force in such
nations was therefore weak, yet, says Conn, "the communal sys-
tem contained in it the element of greatest permanent strength,"
the strengt^ which "began to "be felt in civilization after the
"breaking down of the older patriarchal nations. The reason for
this is that"while the patriarchal system builds nations, the
communal system "builds men." (44)
(43) Conn,H.'7, , Social ^^eredity and Social 7:volution ,pl6Q
(44) Ibid, pp 166-167',
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Conn has shown us that the Aryan race was the great
center of this type of civilization, and that it is this
race from which all the 7/estern nations have "been derived.
First as hardy migrators, restless and of warlike nature,
active, later as scattered independant nations developing
out of trihes in which there was a predominating condition
of equality among men, and a strong individualism, the Aryan
race spread all over Europe. But even here, through the ups
and downs of history in which some of these nations rose and
fell afeain, Conn says that the"cne general principle which is
concerned in them all" is that "in every case there has been
either slowly or rapidly developed a centralized organization,
controlled "by some centralizing force," although this force
has "been varied in different races, (45) Often it has result-
ed in disturbance and decay, as in the case of the central
force of the arm^' generals of the Roman Empire, or "when the
monarchy hecejne a despotism in France," or when Spain and I-
taly"hecame servilely obedient to the Roman Church and passed
rapidly and surely from their position as world powers," (45)
It would seem that the golden mean must be achieved between the
acceptance of absolute permanent central power, and the cut-
ting out of all centralizing tendancies, Germany until tecent-
ly, Grwat Britain, and The United States have seemingly achieved
this to some dsgree. But the fact remains that centralization
and organization, "although influences of irresistible power,"
have also within them an inherent weakness, which may lead to-
ward revolution, (45)
45)Conn, H.T, , Social ""ered, nnd Social Ev
. ppl67-175
46) Ibid. p. 175 (47) Ibid, pp 176-177
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But in the course of history progress has not con-
sisted alone in the growth of centralization, "but also
in growth of individualism. Thus "the development of civ-
ilization is to he explained as a constant struggle be-
tween these opposing forces of centralization and indi-
viduslism, first one and then the other coming to the
- front." (48) The "subordination of self -interest , " which
with man is the central force of development" since it has
been the foundation of organization" has competed with the
"principle of liberty and exaltation of the individual"
which has dominated European civilization. But both prin-
ciples have developed beside each ether, and the Individ-
ual VB. Society is still a problem.
Yet Conn would have us realize that there is not
necessarily an unremediable conflict here, since, after
all "centralization and individuslism are not necessari-
ly opposed," (49() He shows us that today society is more
highly organized than ever before in the histdry of the
world. "the individual and society are benefitted, each
by the development of the other." (50) Fay not this be
true, primasily, because such has become more aware of
the other? Connsaays "although the central authority has
been constantly increasing its power, it has done do only
by clianging its natute and by giving more and more atten-
tion to the interests of the individual man. Slowly but
( 48)Conn,K.T, Social Iiered. and Cocial Ev . p. 179
(49) Ibid. p. 195
(50) Ibid. r. 196
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surely has appeared the conception fhat the object
cf government is the "benefit of the people, and this
conception h8,s resulted in an almost complete change in
the aim of government anfl law,",,.. "It has hecome very
clear that those nations are to dominate civilization in
the future that place "before all men equal opportunities for
welfare and happiness." (51) Thus though the "freedom of
the individual to follovr his ovm caprice" is limited, his
freedom of opportunity and welfare is greatly increased.
And while there still remains much of the individual em-
phasis, there is growing up today a social consciousness
which, parallel to society's new consciousness of the in-
dividual, makes^£?ie responsi"bility of thee individual to
do his share toward the welfare and integration of society.
The movement of Communism is an extreme of the new so-
cial consciousness.
There is still, as Ellwood has pointed out, the
conflict between the "contribmtive" and the "posessive"
patterns of action in social living, V/e still make many
blunders because of our mistaken idea that the purpose of
life is the seeking and getting of personal posessions.
Even as people thought that the sun revolved around the
earth before science proved it differently, because it
looked that way, so there are those today who do not doubt
the righteousness of an "acquisitive society", but, in the
long run, sociology v/ould tell us, it is the social type
who inherits the earth, and does not meet self -defeat through
its own seeking.
(5l)Conn, H,W, So c ial Hered, and gocial Ev , pl98-199
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If we should attempt to make a
Historical
Sketoh general chart of the main movements of
Social "Progress in the world, it would probably be
something like the following:
Animal Mind THE INDIVIDUAL
instincts, etc.
Child Mind Adjustments to
THE ENVIROmiEIIT
(primitive occupations)
including other people in Environment
Centralizing THE FAMILY -- Primary
Influences Relations
Savage and
Barbarian Mind Loyalties — THE CLAH
Fighting, hatred THE TRIBE as against other
Tribes
Civilization
PATRIARCHIAL COMMUNAL (Aryan Race)
(Centralized) (Individual)
Autocratic Tribes (nomadic)
(EGYPT, BABYLON, CHINA) (weak centralization)
NATIONS
GREECE ROMAN REPUBLIC HEBR^^ TEUTONIC
(individual) (laws) (religion) (migration)
Prophets
Intellectual Activity
Centralization ROMAN EMPIRE
(autocracy) CHRISTIANITY EUROPE
decay (constructive (indi-
principle - altruism) vidual)
HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE FEUDAL SYSTEM
ASCETICISM
(centralization) (loss of
(attempt to control — freedom for
individual

HOLY R015A2J EICPIKE ASCETIC ISLT
CRUSAI3ES
REPORMA.TIOIT
(Reason and the
Individual)
DISCOVERY
MI(HlA.TION
(Pilgrims)
EEUD^IL SYSTEM
RISE OP
CITY STATES
(individual)
POWER of Kings for
"betterment of
individual
(centralization)
Monarclay (autocracy
)
REVOLUTION
(The individual)
EEITOCRACY
(individual)
MECHALTICAL REVOLUTION
(loss of indi-
vidual identity)
EJ^EPIRE (Mpoleon)
(centralized)
SOCIAL
MO^rKHtKNTS
( individual- -progress
(Wesley, England)
, _
,
m/ SOCIAL CONCEPTION OP THE
,(NATIONALISE) (COIH.'IUITISM)
RELIGION OB JESL^
(Modern socio-religious writers, Kagawa, etc)
(52)
Having gained some idea of the sociological and
historical trends of Social Progress, let us turn to the
consideration of the influence of religion in the progres
(52) Material for chart gathered from
Conn, H.W. , Social Heredity and Social Evolution,
Chapters VI and VII
and Wells, H.G. Outline of History , Charts at end
of hook
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3. THE ITTFLUENC]]] OF RELIGION IN SOCIAL
HIOGRESS: A STUDY OF FOUR SXAJ-IPLEG
¥e shall study the influence of religion in
sccialn progress through concrete examples; the contri-
bution of the Hehrew Prophets, that of the early Christ-
ian religion, of Wesley *s work in England, and of the
socio-religious thinkers of our own day.
The history of the Hehrew people is
THS
a recordc of the attempt to preserve the
HEBREW
"patterns of primary group life,, especially
HIOPHETS
of the family, idealizing their spiritual
values and attaching them to trite and nation." (53)
The work of the prophets particularly was an effort to
expand and purify the Hebrew religion to make it univer-
sal, and it is from these men that our first strong so-
cial movements come. In this little kingdom trampled in
dust "by the mighty conquering povners of Babylon, Assyria,and
Egypt, a kingdom tossed by the attempts to gain political
among
safety amid the reign of murderous kings, ^a people who had
suffered, but whose leaders could still traffic in luxury,
a people bewildered and so themselves partner to the chaos
of robbery and sin which shamed the name of their nation,
but for which they themselves v/ere shameless , here the
prophet Hosea met the dark bitterness of the times in his
own life's experience, yet in all forgiving love was big
(53)Ellwood, C. A.
.
Christianity and S.S
., p. 53
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enough to proclaim his message of a loving God
whose spirit makes for eocial righteousness, for her
who had wronged him and for his people.
It is remarka'ble that so long ago there were men who
saw so far ahead of their time and who had such an in-
sight into sociological principles which we know today
to "be true. In Kiss Victoria Tsakova^s thesis on The So-
cial Teachings of the Eighth Century Prophets, she says
of Hosea:
"Thus the contribution of Hosea to the so-
cial ideals of Israel consists in his pointing
to the "basic motives that vrork for the perfec-
tion of society. In his proposition the emphasis
is not on more and stronger external control of
law and custom, hut on social self-control. His
task was to plant in the people such normal feel-
ings as in any social environment would bring the
right response. Love is his key v;ord. If love for
God and for fellow-man is the hasic motive in any
of our activities, then under any circumstance
society will function properly.
*Hosea*s analysis of the causes of the crimes
which destroy society is as simple as it is satis-
fying. ITen wrong their fellov/s because they are
not inspired hy a passionate loyalty to God. They
are unfaithful to God because they do not love
Him. They do not love Him because they do not tru-
ly know Him (Hos.4;l ) To the entire group of Is-
raelis faithless teachers the prophets declared
Thy people are being destroyed for lack of
knowledge, (Kos« 4:6a)
Hosea's solution, therefore, of the social
problem wasxas simple as his analysis. If we are
to hs-ve a perfect social order men must first gsin
an intimate knov/ledge of the cliaracter and purpose
of that divine Lover who^' created man and is seek-
ing to develope a perfect humanity. Eosea fiTrnly
believed that "only they who know can serve." He
taught, therefore, that religious education is the
first step toward an^' lasting social reform. When
once men know God not only through instruction
but also through personal insight and experience, they
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will love "both Him and their fellow men, who
are the chief objects of his love. V/hen they
truly love God and their fellow men they will
be faithful to all their social obligations.
Then, like streams cut off from their sources,
the vices and crimes which sweep society on
to its ruins will vanish, and a perfect social
order will be established. The first task, there-
fore, of Israel's teachers and of all social reformers
is, according to Eosea, to make men intimately
acquainted with God and thereby to kindle
in their hearts that divine love and loyalty
which will bind them to their divine Lover and
to their fellow men. Thus Rosea proclaims that
real religion is the supreme motive power in all
enduring social reform.' (54) *•
Probably it is true that the influence of the pro-
phets was felt more in the later day than in their own time,
although they were, as Scares points out, products of the
times in which they lived. He says "the Hebrew prophet .. is
to be understood as belonging to the social process, and yet
as a critic of the social process, and more than that as a
religious genius making his own contribution to the social
process." (55) It may well be asked "Whence came that pas-
sion for social righteousness so virile, so brave, so keen
that it still animates us in our present day and our more
complex situation?" The answer which Scares gives is the
suggestion that the "fundamentally significant fact about
"the prophet" was his religious experience. He was a man
who had an experience of Sod. And to him, therefore, the
universe was through and through a moral universe.. The
only interest in the r;7orld that seemed significant to him
was the achievement of goodness. Yet he found all about
(54) Quoted in Miss Tsakova's Thesis from Kent. 3.T. 58, 59
(65) Scares, G.S. The Social Institutions and Ideals of the Bible
P.E09
(56) Ibid.
,
p. 214
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him human injustioe. It pressed upon him in its thousand
horrid forms at every point. By contrast this deepened his
sense of the divine goodness and created a passionate long-
ing that men's minds might be changed to that of God. Thus
the divine goodness and human evil acted and reacted in the
spirit of the prophet The prophet found himself taking
the divine point of view, indignant with wrong, eager to chas-
tise iniquity, yet ever hopeful of reformation, and ready to
plead with the misguided people. A constructive program
stretched out before his eyes with the ideal social state as
its goal." (56)
Likewise, the background of the
CHRISTIANITY
^ebrew world into which Jesus came was
one of unrest and need. His people looked for a messiah,
and He came primarily to them, as they had anticipated,
but not as an earthly king. He told of a spiritual king-
dom, and He gave to the Hebrew people the high privelege
of sharing the building of that kingdom with the rest of
the world. Thus it was that Jasus Christ came not to
the Hebrew people alone. His followers bore his message
across the sea to Europe, and from there through the cen-
turies to other nations everywhere. The world into which
Christianity was brought was a "decaying world" (67) both
intellectually and ethically. Rome was losing its basic law
and order, and was soon to be conquered by the incoming bar-
(56) Scares. T.G.. The Social Inst ttut ions and Ideals of
The Bible
, pp. 214-215
(57) Kidd, B. . Social Evolution
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barian hordes. It was a period when many changes were
"bound to take place,
With the spread of Christianity the world "began to
realize that there was a new constructive principle of
life at 7/ork, an enthusiastic and altruistic devotion to
corporatec welfare, and the extinquishing of selfish, in-
dividual motives, (58) An important characteristic of the
Christian religion was the extraordinary strength of its
ultra-rational sanction, and thfe^S&ture of the ethical
system associated with it« It was not at the "beginning
an intellectual force, "but, coming at a period of decay
which followed a period of great intellectual activity,
it was to grow gradually into a more and more pov/erful
force, to v/hich reason was willingly subordinated, until,
in the Twelfth century the Church v/as omnipotent. Even
ethical principles were considered secondary to belief,
and asceticism followed an-^ flourished, with the Renais-
sance and Reformation were the beginnings of the re-asser-
tion of reason. In the development and struggle that en-
sued in the attempt to harmonize ultra-rational sanctions
necessary to progress, and intellectual forces, the re-
sult 7/as a growth of humanitarian feeling, a nev; inipetus of
democracy and equality of Opportunity, an expanse in effi-
ciency and viger, and the conception of individual worth.
Who can eetimate the influence of Christianity? V/hat
one of our institutions of today has not in some way been
(58)Kidd, "B., Social Evolution
.
ChapterVI,p 121f
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shaped "by its customs, its "beliefs or its standards? As
an exceptional tribute, from one who is not a Christian
and who therefore ms.y view its influence more disinter-
estedly, we would quote again from Lewis Brovme:
"The story of Christianity is long and "bewil-
dering, for it stretches through tv;enty centuries and
is written in a hundred tongues. In part it is a
story of almost incredi"ble rapacity and "bitterness,
of incessant war and intfigue, and low, greedy self-
seeking. But in a far larger part it is a story of
wondrous kindness and saving grave. Though the Church
of Christ may stand guilty of untold and imtella"ble
evil, the religion of Jesus, which is the little
light glimmering "behind the ecclesiastical bushel,
has accomplished good to sufficient to outweigh that
evil tenfold. "For it has made life liva"ble for count-
less millions of ha.rried souls. It has taken rich
and poor, learned and ignorant, white, red, yellow,
and black-- it has taken them all and tried to show
them a v/ay to salvation. To all in pain it has held
out a balm; to all in distress it has offered peace.
To every man without distinction it has said: You
too can be savedl And therein lies Christianity's
highest virtue. It has:; helped ma.ke the weak :3trong
and the dejected happy. It has stilled the fear that
howls in man's breast, and crushed the unrest that
gnaws at his soul. In a word, it has worked-- in a
measure." (59)
In a century of change and tur-
moil in Europe, when revolution was threat-
ening on many sides, it has been pointed out that a religious
leader and the movement he led practically saved England
from a similar fate to that of the country on whose soil
the French Revolution was fought, John Alfred Paullmer, a
writer on 'Vesley, quotes from Lecky the historian; "Before
the close of the century in which it appeared a spirit had
begun to circulate in Europe threatening the very foun'lji-
tions of society and belief." Contributing to this v/trc the
(59) Browne, Lewis, This Believin.- '^orld , p 301
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"revolt against the supernatural theory of Christianity
which had been conducted by Voltaire and the encycoped-
ists", the new conception of man and the universe set
forth by science, the wild social dreams of Rosseau, the
injustice of taxation and war, bringing misery to a high-
spirited people, and the "imbecility and corruption of
rulers and priests." The "intensity" and "proselyting fer-
vor" of such a spirit therefore spread swiftly, and caught
fire. "Religion, property, civil authority, and domestic
life were all assailed, and doctrines incompatible with the
very existence of government were embraced by multitudes
with the fervor of a religion, England on the whole es-
caped the contagion. Many causes conspired to save her, but
among them the prominent place must, I believe, be given
to the new and vehement religious enthusiasm which was at
the very time i>assing through the middle and lower classes
of the people. . .which recoiled with horror from the anti-
Christian tenets that were associated with the Revolution
in Prance." (60)
Wesley, says ?aulkner, was not a social reformer, but
he combined as "few other men have ever done devotion to
the largess of God's truth as he saw it, with ethical pas-
sion." (61) "He was not a reform-^r nor an agitator. He did
little more than reecho the words whichonoe sounded down
the Jordan Valley; 'Repent, for the Kingdom of heaven is at
(60) ^'aulkner, J.A., Wesley as a Sociologist, Theologian,
Churchman
, pp. 33-55
(61) Ibid. p. 7
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hand,* But he was a wide-mindedc man, with a "broad
outlook, who took intense interest in everything which
touched humanity, with ethical passion, with enthusiasm not
only for saving men hut for enlarging their lives on all
sides, LTost of the wrongs of the day he struck with "burn-
ing words; others he condemned unconsciously. His great
work was to make men the sons of God in truth," (62)
A result of his movement "was thee new intellectual
stimulus given to laboring men. They began to read, to
speak, to preach, to form unions for s elf-improvement , fi-
nally to form labor organizations to agitate for better
conditions. It was the oppinion of Prof. J, Thorold Rogers,
the eminent political economist of Cxford, that agricultur-
al unions could not have been formed in England at all but
for the moral and mental uplift given by the humble ITethod-
ist preachers," (63) Wesley was fearless in pronouncement
of wliat he believed to be true, and absolutely sincere in
putting first "the kingdom of God and His righteousness."
(64) "His work was not to change laws or institutions but
to change men," (65) Largely due to his influence, hov/ever,
was the beginning of what has developed into the Labor Part
of England, (66)
(62)Faulkner , J.A., Wesley ar a Sociologist. .. etc,pp32
(63) Ibid, pp31©32
(64) Ibid, p 10 (65) Ibid, p 8
(66) This exEimple suggested by Dean Henry H. I'eyer
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Turning to the socio-
THE SOCICtRELIGIOUS
religious thought of our ovm
THOUGHT
day we find a new awareness
OF OUR OW DAY
of the necessity for an untiring
effort toward "social solidarity" • (67) And the motivation
for this effort lies in, first, thediscovery and diffusion
of scientific knowledge, in order th3,t "better social pat-
terns of action may be learned, and, second, in an elihical
religion, particularly iii Christianity, ^ays Ellv/ood, "Uo
sociologist is as yet ahle to surpass the insight of Jesus
into human relations." (6S) And the love for one's neighbor
that Jesus taught is the" only possible basis of right human
relations," "At its highest love is a valuing of persons for
their own sakes without selfish benefit in view.,, a social
attitude of unselfish passionate devotion to thee welfare of
others." "love is the key, the dynamic to service. (69) In
the words of Kagawa, the great Christian social leader of
Japan, "Social reconstruction is useless without the love of
god." (70) This is no mere U topian dream. Universal love
founded on real knowledge is possible. "Cynicism is often the
result of half-knowledge*" (71) The love which is the "lever
of the soul" as St, Bernard called it, is an all-inclusive
love. "The love of our families or of a few friends may teach
us what love means, unless we broaden our love to include
(67] Ellwood,C.fi. , Christianity and S,S ,. pp82-86
68) Ibid, p 107
69) Ibid, pp 117-118
70) Kagawa, Toyohiko, The Religion of Jesus , p 32
71) Ellwood,C,A, Op,Cit, p 121 Vqu. from V/allas, The
Great, Society )
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p T.t of our fellowmen we shall after all "be no "better
than the "barbiarian world, for even they carry love that
far. It is a universal, inclusive love which alone can
socialize in any complete sense the huiaan emotions and
will, and so teach men the service of humanity at large."
(72)
Ellwood calls attention to the work of T>5r. "Victor
Branford, founder of the British Sociological Society,
who has made a study of the v/orlcing of this principle
of love in the lives and work of the mediaeval saints.
To quote Ellwood, "I'r. Branford holds that it is social i-
dealism which alone can make us equal to the task of es-
ta"blishing a just and liarmonious social order; "but he finds
that social idealism in all ages has had its main root in
love. Hence love is ttte dynamic to which we must look for
the solution of our social pro"blems and the seanring of
an ideal social order." (73) How may one attain this a"bili-
ty to love all humankind? Can we love without "belief in
that which requires our loving? In the midst of all the
misery and degradation we face, can we love without a faith
in the "somehow good" hack of it all? In order tliat we may
fully love we need Christ's religion. "It is one of the in-
dispensible functions of religion to inspire hope, that is,
to sustain an optimistic attitude toward life and its prob-
lems; and it is through the faith and hope which religion
(72)Ellwood, C.A,, Christianity and S.S
. p 119
(73) Ibid, p 126, qu, from Branford,V. St. Coaumba
A Study of Social Inheritance and Spiritual
Development
.
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"brings td men thatb they are inspired to undertake
that work of love rrliich we call redeiii|)txve» " (7ift)
Ellwood "believes thaf'The world's greatest heed, as
in the past so today, is to understand and follow the
Christianity of Christ." (75) R. H, Tawney, whose keen
diagnosis of our present social ills we may read and
consider in "The Acquisitive SocietyV shows us how this
need may "be met even in industry, if the "social pur-
pose" of industry is carried out, namely, to provide
the material foundation for a good social life, and, fur-
ther, to guard against crippling any function of that
good social life, (76)
In Bogardus*s "History of Social Thought",
Chapter XXVI, a discussion is given of the new social
interpretation ofv the social ideals of Christianity.
He lists for us a number of socio-religious thinkers of
our modern times who have "feeralded the way to a new
sense of moral responsi"bility as an essential of Christ-
ianity. Among these are the names of Washington Gladden,
Josiah Strong, P.icha.rd T. Ely, the pioneers in the new
emphasis, and Walter Rauschen"bush, Harry '.Yard, Shailer
Ife,thews, and others, V/e shall not discuss the contri"but-
ions of these men individually, although a thorough study
of Christian Sociology, or the "social Gospel" "based on
their contri"butions would "be well worth while. Let it
'74)Ellwood, CA,, Christianity and S,S ., pl33
|75j rbid, P. 137
,76] Tawney, R,H,, The Acguisilive Society , p. 46, 34
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suffice to refer a^ain to Trhat has already "been sug-
gested, the fp.ct cf rc-'err. interest in the "social
Gospel" ir» alncsi cverj circle ^here religion or a
thorough-go irig sccialogy are taken at all seriously,
to recall the rieTrs of ZllTrocd and of Tard already
used as a "basis of much of the discussion of this pa-
er, and to close with this quotation from Tardj
He is Epea^ing of the challenge given to the scien-
tific spirit of our times in the religion cf Jesus, as
it urges us on in our struggle to conquer evil and dis-
aster, and to achieve orgabic unity, depending on the
experimental method. He urges that those" "^ho are actu-
ated "by th-at spirit, instead cf taking only the negative
or indifferent attitude toTrard the ethical struggle
"because of the r^nifest defficiencies of organized re-
ligion, make a conscious choice of direction for this
endeavor, since, after all, "there is no easy indirect,
or autoratic salvation for nan."
"It is for those 77ho feel themselves to "be
of the scientific enlightennent to r^ake their choice.
"Sfhichfiide of life are ther on-- the possessive or
the creatire, the destructive or thee vitalizing?
Are they aiding to strengthen and develope man the
expliiter and killer ot man the ccoperatcr and erect-
or-. Are they satisfied with the standardized c
confcrmity on the surface of life that the machine
controlled "by money makers is now producing? Cr
will thr;y seek the underlying unity of a comon pur-
piration and a common goal, to "be mutually achieved
in serving and 2^^-'^:^
If the f- - goal is theirs, then the quest
lob is whether there is roT/er in the cosmos to stimu-
late and rT - ' to man's moral effort as its ph^'fii-
cal energ;,' ,rB to his need. Is the nature of the
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universe such that it can only respond to man' s prac-
tical needs, can but aid him to achieve an instruraen -
Lai unity on the surface of lire which enaoles the
disrupting rorces unaex-neatn oo woi-k: iflOi'e wxeectively?
At this point the religion of Jesus urges experlmen-
oai aeveiopmeno. ror tnis purpose It makes avsilable
two sources of power, u'ia^ wnicn comes rrom Lne pusn
or the movement In tne life of man which it. represenx.s
ana Lna^ wnicn oelongti to one lueai tnao lu upholds.
This capacity It shares with other social movements
particularly with the Ideallstical forms of social-
Ism,
In addition the religion of Jesus assumes that
there is available moral power In the universe beyond
the strivings of man and his desires. This assumption
it shares with other religions. But Jesus puts it in
personal terms .He trusts the goodness of the Heavenly
Father as science trusts the intelligibility and order
llness of the universe. Also he differs from ecclesilias
tlcal religion In declaring the power of God to be a-
vailable only on ethical terms and for ethical ends.
He does not offer to deliver it. He telle men to seek
and they shall find,jf (77)
Ward,H.F. Which Way Religion? ppl70-171
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We are now ready to consider specifically the
field of present day Social Work. We shall not attempt
a detailed analysis, but on:' 7 a general view of the
maino objectives, the principal line of development,
and in main the scope and chief divisions of social
work as it is carried on in our present age.
1. WHAT IS SOCIAL WORK?
We have seen somewhat
SOCIOLOGICAL BASIS
of the situation in the
OF SOCIAL WORK :
world which individual per-
THE ART OF HELP*
sonalities who live in it
INa OTHERS
have to face. We have per-
ceived also that it is a part of the nature of each
individual to trust in the purpose moving all things,
thougji he may see it only" in part" or understand it
not at all, and that also it is his fundamental char -
acteristic that he may exercise choice in his manner
of meeting the life-situation. He is capable of learn-
ing more of the Purpose back of all and may share in
it if he earnestly choose to do so. Also his "ethi
cal Instinct" has aided him in choice, and it has been
his policy, so far as he has understood and followed
his understanding, to link himself with the movement
of Social Progress by which social evolution has been
going on eternally. His talent «, his interests, the
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outstanding needs presenting themselves in the ever-
changing situation have all been part determiners in
that particular field of endeavor in which each man ha
chosen to make his contribution to social progress.
Perhaps it Is true as Karl De Schweinitz has
said in the opening chapter of his work "The Art of
Helping People out of Trouble", that "living has yet
to be generally recognized as one of the fine arts,"
He shows how from the very beginning of a man's life
the task of adjustment to the conditions of that life
** engrosses his every moment." As part of his adjust-
ment man has developed the primitive occupations, now
glorified in agriculture, industry, commerce, etc.
Communication was necessary, so that to some has come
the opportunity to act as especial agents of communi*
cation^ spokesmen of the tribe, later, writers and
printers
,
today, the journalists, the lecturers and
nany others whose chief work is getting to the people
the results of experience and knowledge which will in
turn help them to better adjustment. In response to th
love of beauty, and in expression of his sense of the
supernatural, and, in order that his creations might
be bfoth decorative and useful, man developed art. Then
as he began to perceive that law and order ruled in
the universe, he also desired to understand it, and
began to pursue the study of science. Almost from the
first organization of life which Included mote than th
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single family there came to be developed a syetem of
law and government, crude at first, but gradually
more complex and far-reaching. And from the beginnings
of organized life, even in the primitive family, some
form of education was carried on, largely at first
for the purpose of training the young in the necess-
ary adjustments of life, but later serving for commu-
nication of thought and as stimulus to new thought and
leadership in progress* Akin to this was the special
study carried on by older minds, research and though
destine* to make contributions to understanding of the
world in a more philosophical way. Part of his researc
included an attempt to understand the universal order
as well as the material and thoughtworld about him,
and, as expression of hlA reverence for the Power he
felt behind this universal order, as wel 1 as his liv-
ing attempt to achieve right relations with the Power
man developed'^ his religion. Gradually the right rela-
tions with Ood came to be thought of as including
right relations with men, and the ethical standards,
first eet up as necessary to effective adjustment, re-
inforced by laws and instilled into the young by edu-
cation, were given the one remaining and most surely
motivating sanction of religion. These ethical stan-
dards came to be expressed then in the other branches
of human endeavor, and the sense of social responsi-
bility developed, particularly among those upon whose
shoulders rested the leadership in adjustment of the
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people, the rulers, lawgiTers, teachers, and religious
leaders of the world. They came to realize that it waa
not enough to help man toward the right adjustments.
Mistakes would be made, or often unexpected disaster
would come, and those who thus suffered were helpless
without the wise counsel and aid of those stronger tha
they. (1) Gradually there were some who became more
skilled than others in perceiving difficulties and in
giving the needed aid and counsel. As Miss Richmond
has said, in What is Social Case Work?thi8 particular
branch of human endeavor, helping others, has gone on
long before it was given a name or made a profession.
Says De Schweinitz of the art of helping people
out of trouble, "It is a method both old and new, old
In that
In its point of view toward life and many of its pro-
cesses have been appreciated and used by understanding
men and women since human beings first began to live
and work together, new in that not until recent years
has a sustained and directed effort to cultivate it
been made." (3)
This new effort now comes under the head of So-
cial Work, as he goes on to show. The privfelfege of hel
ping people out of trouble may come to one who is pare
rent, teacher, employer, neighbor, doctor, minister,
as well as to those professionally known as social wor
(1) A further responsibility is that of active com-
batting of the evil which is the cause of mal-
adjustment, where this is possible,
(a) Richmond, Mary,What is Social Case Work ?, p
(3) De Schweinitz, K. The Art Of Helping People out
of trouble , p. IX — —
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kers, and even these especially designated workers
may give people help through various contacts. In
"c^-lnlcs and In hospitals. In schools and courts, In
children's and family welfare or charity organizations
and In many other Institutions," (4) The principle aim
like the principle aim of the ethical expression of re
llglon from the time when man had leisure to consider
how to better conditions beyond mere adjustment to 11
f
has been to secure a"better world for folks to live In
and to secure "better folks In the world." (5) Althoug
In the minds of some there Is differentiation here, It
Is perhapsa more true thatn neither Religion, Education
or Social Service has the monopoly on either of thesp
two alys. Both are Important, both are part of prog-
ress and part of adjustment (6), None of the three
branches of endeavor mentioned can succeed if both ad-
justments are not considered. Neither, since both know
ledge and spiritual motivation are needed for each,
can either adjustment be achieved without the employ-
ment of Religion, Education, and Social Service all
three.
Some idea of the historical
HISTORICAL
development of Social work may be
DEVELOPMENT OF
gained from the study of Queen' s b
SOCIAL WORK
book, Social Work in the Light o f
History , Beginning with Professional social work of
the present, he traces back to its historic beginnings
(4) De Schweinitz,K. The Art of Helping etc ,ppLX*X
(5) SEE p, 9-10, discussion of adjustment
(6) Class notes, Dr, Zahniser
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both as a profession, and as a policy out of which the
profession developed. In earliest times, according to
Tufts, tha author of Education and Training for Social
Work , there were "two motives or modes of behavior"
which resulted In the provision for those In need. One
was the motive of pity or sympathy for anyone In dis-
tress within the group, calling out a response of help
fulness and aid. The other was the group spirit or
sease of group responsibility which would not let any
one member be 1 n need while the reetof the group coul
help it. Says Tufts " A striking Instance Is found In
Dr. Ea0tman*s statement: 'A whole group of Indians m&y
starve; a single Indian never.'" He goes on to speak
of hdw "the ancient Hebrews combined In certain cases
the method of Individual kindness with the conception
of group responsibility, as when they made It the law o
of the land that the farmer harvesting his crop should
not glean the last remnants or return to pick up the
sheaf that had been dropped by the way." (7) He furthe
states that "at the present time these two types of mo-
tive and activity are represented through voluntary a-
gencles of various sorts, on the one hand, and through
public provision for relief or care of the unfortunate
or 111 or disadvantaged in various ways, on the other.
(8)
One other of the earliest as well as the
"greatest single stimulus to attend to the needs of
one's fellow men" was found In the teachings of the
(7) Tufts, ^. H Ed. and Training for Social Work, pl2i
(8) Ibid, p 13
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Church as to the " religious merit of Almsgiving" (9)
It is believed that this originated "during the Babylon
nlan captivity of the Ancient Hebrews," and was the
result partly of the appeal to patriotism and group
spirit, and to the fear of Jehovah, Queen says "This
doctrine which almost certsinly gtfew out of the break
down of primary group relations was perpetuated by the
Christian Church for similar Eeasona," (10) So with
the gradual changing o^ group life, through the pro-
cesses of the decentralizing influences and the rise
of individualism, the most effective way of meeting the
resultant situation of a class of people separated
from society in poverty and Incapacity came to be that
which seemed modt in harmony with the idea of God.Thus
charity was not always for the benefit of the poor. It
was also in order that those who bestowed the charity
might find favor in heaven, "The central problem was
not e'fen the relief of the Indigent, much less enabling
them to assume a normal position in society, but the
salvation of the donors." (11) The rich saw in the beg-
gars a chance for salvatioi, "good works", and therefore
the poor saw in the rich"simply a possible source of
food and clothing. On neither side was there recognition
of human personality in its richness and fulness," (12
(9) Queen, 5.A Social Work in the Light of History .
p. 307, and Chap, XIII
(10) Ibid, p, 316 (11) Ibid, p 317
(12) Ibid. p. 318
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Thus the altruism set forth as an Ideal and prlncl-
p3.e of living by Jesus lost its spiritual quality
and became an end in itself rather than a means to
the higher end of abundant life for every individu-
al, the "kingdom of heaven" toward which He looked
as the aim of social progress.
With the growing up of towns during the mid-
dle ages, and the growing individualism of groups,
social relations became more important, and the
means of looking out far each other became " more
and more orgabized."
From the towns which looked out for their
own citizens alone, to the nation developing from the
16th century onward, in which towns themselves became
interdependent, a still more extensive social order was
created. The problem of poverty became the nation's
problem, Queen says of social work, "From the develop-
ment of the Englisji Poor Law it has inherited the idea
of national responsibilityforthe problems of poverty
and the notion that charity as such will never solve
them." (13)
The Industrial Revolution and the growth of ci-
ties has made modern society the complex organization
that it is. Relations between men are still further re-
moved from the simple, concrete, and intimate relation
(13) Queen, S.A.^ Social Work In the Light of Hist.
pT307

8$
of primary groups. "The humanitarian movements of the
nineteenth century represent in one aspect an attempt
to overcome the growing abstracttiesa of social rela-
tions, but in their original form they were hound to
fail, for charity as such always involves an abstrac-
tion.** (14) Charity "does not remove the causes of
destitution", and with mere charity there is always th
barrier of an implied "distinction between the capable
and inferior," (15) Thus charity needs to be supple-
mented by a recognition of the causes of the trouble
—
the fact that "something is wrong with the political
and industrial situation." "The employer, charity orga
nizatiAn, society, or nation which strt 7es to relieve
povertgt and misery without going into the economic and
other causes Is inconsciously or deliberately separat-
ing one aspect of life froma another.. • he is consid-
ering one phase of the social process without refer-
ence to the whole of which it is a part." (16) Thus in
a modern world where "each of us is dependant upon the
specialized services of a multitude of trades and pro-
fessions," where primary groups do exist, but are more
or less swallowed up in the^ larger grou^DS of more ab-
stract relations, there has grown up the professional
public sefvice, rendered "without reference to the di-
(14) Queen,S.A-, Social Work i n the L. of H.p319f
(15) Ibid. p. 320
(16) Ibid. p. 320
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vision of men Into little groups," known as social
work, which Is In Its Ideal function available to
everybody. It began this development as a profes-
sion In the 19th century, from whose "middle class
humanitarians," says Queen It "has received finan-
cial backing for making experlents. It has learned
principles of organization and administration; It has
acquired techniques for dealing with a variety of prac-
tical problems," (17)
Having attained some under-
DEPINITION OF
standing of the development 4f so-
SOCIAL WORK
clal work, we are now ready to con-
sider a definition of It, To quote Dr. Zahnlser, So-
cial Wori Is " Applied Social Science, or the art of
promoting wholesome human adjustments." (18) A little
more specifically, according to Halbert's definition,
with Dr. Zahnlser' s slight modification, "Social Work
1st the business of producing, changing, or adjusting
social relations, organization and procedure in the in-
terests of human welfare according to scientific stan-
dards." (19) Thus we may see that social work is a spe-
cialization in those llbes of >^uraan endeavor which hav
contributed especially to ffocialprogress. In this con-
ception all work that contributed to human progress is
(17) Queen. S. A . Social Work in the L.Of H. . p 307
(18) Class notes. Introduction to Social Case Work
Mq^ mm m h m h
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social. But it has fallen to the lot of the field of
endeavor which goes by the name of social work specifi-
cally to work for society in the overcoming of its pa-
thological conditions. Thus Bossard in his "Problems of
Social Well-Being" says that such a study must first of
all reveal to us the conditions of "ill-being", and their
causes. (20)
Poverty has been one of the first of these causes of
ill-being to demand help* Consequently earliest "social
work" was toward the alleviation of poverty, or the giving
of aid to those in poverty. Sickness has been another widely
recognized cause of misery, and the work of those whose aim
has been the conquering of disease has been outstandingly
social. The following causes of human misery were listed
as the result of a study based on I>evine*3 Misery and Its
Causes, and other sources:
I. Personality unadjustment (psychological)
II. Illness, accidents, and deaths
III. Unemployment, and unadjustments of work
IV. ^'riendlessness, and lonliness
V. Faulty Behavior Patterns and lack of a Spiritual
Dynamic in Life
YI. Maladjustments of the Social and Economic Order
(i.e. Unequal Distribution of wealth
Overemphasis on profit
Strain of modern life, etc.
(20) Bossard, H.H.3.. Problems of Social ffell-Being. pp. 4-6
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VII, Ignorance and lack of Training
VIII, Lack of motivation for Efficient living
IX, Social Injustice and indifference
It will be seen that this list includes a much great
er comprehension of the various possibilities ofi social un
adjustment than was understood in the beginning of social
work as a profession. The scApe of social work has ther^
fore broadened considerably.
One other important development which should be in-
eluded in our definition is indicated in this paragraph
quoted from Mary C, Jarrett in Sheffield's The Social Cas^
History ;
" So far social case work has dealt mainly
with the elementary facts of social adjustment; inc
come, emplo3rment, housing, housekeeping; and with
the primary social problemd: how to find a ^ob, to
bring a deselrbing husband from ahother state, to ge
milk for the baby, convalescent care for the sick,
to move a family to a better honee, . . . we see case
work about to pass into a psychological phase,.. No
one will be able to say when or where factors of pe
sonality rather than factors 4f environment began
to be the dominant influence in social case work, I
is clear that environment prevails at present. It i
becoming evident that personality will become the
leading interest in the future." (21)
It is in the special field of Social Case Work then that w
find the heart of the contribution of Social Work to the
progress of the human race. For a better understanding of
this field we could do no better than turn to two defini-
tions Of it:
(21) Sheffield, A.E,, The Social Case History , P. 179*'
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Mary Richmond: "Social Case Work consists of those
Processes which develope personality through
adjustments consciously affected, Individual
by Individual, between men and their sAclal en-
vironment," (22)
Dr, Charles R, Zahnlser: " Social Case Work Is a pro-
gram of service to Individuals or families base^
on scientific principles and undertaking to help
them out of their troubles and Into wholesome
living." (23)
Thus we find that there are two kinds of social pro-
gram (according to Dr» Zahnlser), corresponding t<> the two
types of adjustment mentioned In the Introduction to this
paper: (24) 1, Programs of Community service, and 2, Pro-
grams of personal service to Individuals, (25) Halbert, in
What is Professional Social Work? divides the field into
three parts: 1. Case work, for the individual and family,
2, G-roup work, for groups of individuals with common prob-
lems or Interests, and 3» Organization work, for social
betterment of the community in a larger way. Under this
last head would probably be included Social Reform, and
Social Research, mentioned by Miss Richmond, (26)
The different types of social
ANALYSIS OP
work mentioned by Halbert ( 27) are a
THE FIELD OF
follows: Family Social work. Medical
SOCIAL WORK
Economic, Psychiatric, Correctional,
Spiritual, and Social Work for Aesthetic Culture. If we
should then ask What does Social Work today include? we
( 22) Richmond, Mary, What is Social Case Work ? p,98
(23) Class notes. Introduction to Social Case Work
(24) See pp- 9-10, and 81 of this paper
(25) Class notes, Introd, to So. Case Work.
(26) Richmond, Mary, Op.Cit. p. 223
(27) Halbert, L. A, What is Professional Social Work ,
Chapters XI<*XVII, and Chart
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should find a wide variety of tasks. Other Institutions,
like dhurches. Schools, Industries, Include It In their
plans of activity as well as do the more specialized so-
cial welfare Institutions. Governments make It a part of
and libraries
their program, and the great research laboratories of
science and psychology make their distinct contribution
to social work in knowledge and applications of the laws
making for social progress in its various aspects. It is
of many
the aim^of the voluntary clubs and organizations founded pr
primarily for fellowship to stress the sense of social re-
sponsibility which is basic to social work, and to educate
lay interest both in the work being done and in the contri-
buting of lay support. (28) Says Queen in the opening
chapter of his book, "Sometimes it appears as though every
public-spirited citizen would have to be called a social
worker," since some phases of social work are "very much
like those simple acts of neighborliness whereby people
living near together help one another in time of need," {29)
Therefore there has been much discussion whether social
work should be considered as a profession or as"an aspect
of many professions," Also"lt overlaps the fields of the
recognized professions, particularly medicine, law, teach*
ing, and the ministry," (30) Nevertheless as the profess-
ion of social work has developed, the term of "social
(28) ie. Rotary Club, whose motto is "SErvice above
Self", Junior League, Twentieth Century Club, etc
(29) Queen, S.A, Social Work An the Light of History
P. 17
(30) Ibid. p,18f
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worker" has come to be" reserved for people who have made
special studies" and who are "trained in scientific meth-
ods of dealing with difficult problems of human relation-
ships," Thus, eren though It may be carried on In connect*
Ion with the services of medicine, law, teaching, and the
ministry, It Is ^usually done even here by people trained
In the technique ofi social work and with additional train-
ing Ih the particular field of the other profession. This
accounts for the divisions or types of social work given
by Halbert. There will still be places in rural communi-
ties where the only social work carried on will be done by
the country doctor or the minister or the public school
teachers whose work is there. These people may for a time
rely on their common senae and the ideas of social better-
ment which they have developed through thetr particular
professions, applying the principles and techniques of s6*
clal work (as far as they know them) as best they may in
the local situation. But more and more in the field of
home missions or larger parish work, where teachers, agri-
culturists, ministers, and doctors are employed, either some
understanding of social service is considered a desirable
and necessary qualification, or their work is supplemented
by that of trained s4clal workers, (31) Thus we may say of
social wor)J, that in (Queen's simple (definition It is m
art of adjusting personal relations" (32) and that it is
(31) See Butterf4eld, Kenyon L., A New Profession , in
Far Horizons, December, 1931, ppll-13
(32) Queen, S.A., Social Work in the L. Of H , pl8
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carried on by social workers, whether they have porofesslon-
ally taken this as their chief role or whether, as in some
cases, they are combining this with other professions such
as teacher, minister, doctor. It is in the Social Work they
do that we are particularly concerned in our present dis-
cussion. (33)
Of what specific tasks does social work consist? And
what are the principles back of the skilled performance of
these tasks? While, according to Tufts, the field of soci&l
work is so broad that its principle divisions may be class-
ified in any one of a number of different ways, and while
generally also "social work is whatever the social wor^cer
does" (3^)> nevertheless there is a" relatively «ell-defined
center "to social work as a whole, and "this embraces es-
pecially care for children who are not properly looked aft-
er in their own homes, care for families who are in various
ways unfortunate or abnormal, and at the other extreme such
a cfinsideration of the s6cial interests in a neighborhood
or community as is given by the social settlement," (35)
As to what the social worker actually does, the class-
ification according to process given in Devine's book on
Social Work may serve as a basis for our understanding. He
discusses first case-work, whether it Is done "under public
or private auspices, religious or secular", and tells us
that it "consists in helping individuals who need informa-
(33) Compare Tuf^8,J.H., Ed. and Training for Social Wk .
PP17-20, listing of "borderline fields".
(3^) Tufts, J,H, Op.Clt. p. 18
(35) Ibid, p 32
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tlon ar advice or financial assistance or encouragement
or discipline: finding out " what is the trouble "in
the Individual's economic or social circumstances, phys-
ical or mental condition and endowment, character and e-
qu&pment and surroundings, and trying to correct what is
wrong and to supply the elements that are needed for a
normal development." (36) Kin to these" Jobs"are the four
steps of case work outlined by Dr. Zahniser: 1. Diagn4sis,
or finding out what is wrong, the nature of the trouble,
2. Prognosis, or discovery what the results may be 4f no-
thing is done about the situation or, to the contrary, if
help is given, 3, Therapeusis, or treatment, and 4. Pro-
phylaxis, or procedure f4r the prevention of similar trou-
ble in the future. (37) The Mllford Conference report further
defines the "three fundamental processes" which "interplay
at every point in attaining both immediate and ultimate
goals" of Social case wofck. These are ; 1. the use by the
social worker of resources, educational, medical, religious,
industrial, all of which have a part in the adjustment of
the individiSial to s6cial living, 2. assisting the client
to understand his needs and poBsibllitlts , and 3» helping
him to develope the ability to work out his own. social pro-
gram through the use 4f availalsle resources. (38)
Devlne's next process is "the organizing and admlni-
atration of the daily life of human beings living together
(36) Devine, E.T., Social Work , p. 66
(37) Class Noted, Introduction to Social Case Work
(38) Social Case Work, Generic and Specific , p. 29
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In groups: in homes for children and for the aged; in hoB«»
pitals for the insane and for the physically disabled; In
prisons and reformatories; in fresh-air homes and camps,
and other instltutlona, " (39) A similar process, also
"group Work", is "the teaching and organization of small
groups for eduijational, recreational, and s4«ial purposes,"
Still another process is that "lnvo3jved in educating the
public", and consists in research, publicity, and propagan-
da," and finally there is the "kind of work which has for
its object the coordination and harmonizing of existing a-
gencies, the organizati6n of the resources of the communi-
ty." (40)
(39) Devine, E.T, Social Work , p,67
(40) Ibid. pp. 67-68
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It has "been seen that social work, wherever it Is
done. Is no easy task. What are the essential elements or
principles back of the skilled performamce of such a task?
The following statement, quoted at the beginning of this
paper from the Milford Conferdnce report, suggests what Is
fundamentally the necessary part of the social worker^s
qualifications: "the measure of the skill of the social
case-worker Is not only the body of knowledge and method
he has acquired but his ability to utilize these creative-
ly in Bocial case treatment which has as its objective the
social well-being off the client." (1) Thus thefe are three
things necessary: 1. Knowledge, 2. Skill, or .technique, and
3. Ability to use these creatively^
We might spend considerable time
KNOWLEDGE
considering the knowledge fundamental to
effective social work. On the basis of the eight aspects of
content of generic social case work which underly the Mil-
ford eonference Report, this knowledge consists of 1. an
understanding of human life and htiman relationships, from
all its standpoints, that is, biological, psychological, so-
ciological, and religious, with a knowledge of the accepted
standards of social life and of deviations from these stan-
dards; 2, a knowledge, ( as far as the subjects of its study
are part of the environment of human beings, affecting their
welfare) of science and of other fields of study which ena*
(1) Social tfase work. Generic and Specific , p. 29
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ble one to gain the necessary whole-view of the situation
In which the Individual finds himself, such as economics,
polities, law, literature, a study of the humanities, or a
more comprehensive study, uniaamed as yet, which would In-
clude every Influence that contributes to the pattern of
an individual's life; 3. a knowledge of the "established
methods of study and treatment of human beings in need,"
(lhat is, how to achieve or bring about adjustment); and 4.
a knowledge of social history, pr the course of social
progress, (2) To quote again from Devlne, "There is scarce-
ly any department of human knowledge which will not have
its quota of available material for the social worker who
is qualified to apply It* SoBlal wotok appropriates from all
sources whatever will be useful in the rescue of individu-
als or the amelioration of adverse working or living condi-
tions. Evidently, therefore, it is not only thecourses of
social work, liut all studies which deal with useful know-
ledge, that prepare for social work," (3) Nevertheless t
there are certain courses that are considered particularly
Important to the social worker, and these are the study of
problems arising In human relations, that is, deviations
from the normal standardasof social life (listed under L.
above) , such as the study of "social aspects of epidemic
and other diseases, insanity, mental defect and nervous dis-
orders, overwork, child labor, congestion of population, un-
(2) Social Case Work, Generic and Specific
, p. 15
(3) Devlne, E.T,, Social Work , p. 303
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sanitary housing( conditions ) , an antiquated prison
systen," (4) and the study of raetliodB of remedying
these defects of society.
The skill necessary to efiective
TECICTiqUS
social work need hardly he mentioned.
Skill in dealing with hitman heings
,
tact, insight, sincerity,
skill in diagnosis of difficulties and in findin-;; ..ays
and means of solving them, skill in the actual methods
used in accomplishing the aims osf social work, the tak-
ing of social histories, interviewing, observation,plan-
ning, re-education, supervision, organization, leader-
ship, etc, -- all these are most important if the work is to
"be carried on successfully.
CREATIVE ABILITY But of the three necessary
features of the social worker's
equipment for his task, none ofv/hichc can "be left out
without seriously impairing his efficiency, perhaps the
most important is his ability to utilize knowledge and
skill creatively. Back of this lies the motive v;hich has
led hin to undertake this work, the philosophy of his joh
which he "brings td it, the dynpjnic integrating and orga-
nizing force of his own personality. As the TTilford report
has stated it "The methods in the various fields may "be
different, "but the principle in trentnent through the in-
(4) Devine, ^."T., Hocirl '"ork, p. 304
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terplay of personality applies to all," Again, "It
is the human "but intangible and Hnmeasurable aspects
of treatment v/hich are the most important, and which
offer the most genuine test of the Social case work-
er's mastery of his art. 'She gives me courage,' said
one woman speaking of a social case worker, "I v^as
thrilled to see courage anfl life flowing hack into the
discouraged mother," remarked a social casd worker.
Whence came this new power to face life with all its
difficulties? Hot merely from the removal ,of ohstacles,
nor from the social ca.se worker alone, hut from the
creation of an effective relationship "between the mother
and her social world, an act of creation in which she
herself shared, or there would have been no revivifying
coijtact v/ith the current of life. Thee creative use of
methods and knov/ledge which would otherwise be but mechrn-
ical tools gives color, warmth, and vitality to that re-
lationship between human beings which is the adventure of
social case work," (5)
We ask again "^^ence thds power?" ITay it not be that
the secret lies in the personality of the case worker, in
his philosophy, his ethics, and his religion? Of philo-
sophy and ethics the Milford P.eport takes account: "Inher_
ent in the practice of social case work is a philosophy
of individual and social responsibilits'' and of the ethical
C5) Social Case Work, CEinZT.IC and CrECI?IC . p. 31
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oTjligations of the social case worker to his client
and to the community ••••• The social case worker has need
of a thought-out system of social values not only ton
clarify his general purpose and orient him in relation
to theories of social progress, "but also to guide him
in every professional contact." (6) The fact that the
national Conference of Social ¥orv of 1930 opened with
an address "by the president, Miss TTiriam Van Vaters, ref-
eree of the Juvenile Court , Los Angeles, on Philosophi-
cal trends in Social Work, would indicate some concern
at least, on the part of the profession, for an adequate
philosophy of the vocation, TTiss Van Waters Said: "The
emphasis placed on the possihility of understanding hu-
X. • 4« « ^r^Tr,^ J.^^'t- note in thee sovial-' worker'sman hemgs is a doir-inant
philosophy. Human personality he-s intrinsic value for the
social v7orker, not "because it can he remolded or rehabil-
itated, hut hecause it is v/orthy of respect in its ovm
right." (7) "If we tried to explain our purposes to the
assembled philosophers of all time Spinoza vould under-
stand us hest, for Spinoza aimed 'neither to revile, nor
to deride, hut to understand hums.n conduct.* For Spinoza,
ethics v;as the most important prohlen and the moral life
of man involved seeing the universe ar a complete unity of
which all things, includinf human heings, areinfinitely
6) Social Care Tork, Generic ^nC Specific, p. 31
7)Report of TTational Conference of SoEial Tork ,1930
Boston, p. 14
i
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varied expressions. ' lo understand an olDject or event
it is necesFrary to fol3.ow up tlie innurneralDle conditions
on v;hich it depends ,\7e can never halt
,
although tl ese
ramify in every direction, until we comprehend the
whole, which is God,* " (8)
These last fevr words suggest th^at the social work-
er's philosophy is per'baps very closely connected with
his religion, further, Fiss l,7aters says, in closing,
"Social work has realized that a program cannot make men
moral,religious , or Uappy, the strength of a pro-
gram depends upon the morality and the religion
and the ha-ppiness of those who huild and execute
it. The true springs of action are in the inter-
nal nature of man. Hence the uselessness of pro-
grams, particularly those dependant upon state ac-
tion, or force, When they succedd they are no long-
er needed.
Social work is not aaterialistic, nor idealist-
ic. It is animated only bjj a philosophy'' of under-
standing life, and it gives ton those v/ho practice
it the ahilit^"- to face life realistically, as it is
and as it ma^'- he, courageously, without dogman, or
fear, " (9)
But of the distinct contribution, perhaps "because it is
so intimate and personal a thing, the social worker's
religion, we do not find so much mention either in the
written or oral testimony of Social workers in general.
It is true that devotion to his task is considered necess
ary, "but religion is more than this, \7e have seen how
religion is a relationship to God, a link "between the in-
dividual and the Purpose of all things of which he may "b
(8) Report of ITational Conference of Oocial "'ork ,
Boston, 1930, p. 14
(9) Ihid, p. 19
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come a part. V/e "have seen how only by sharing in that
Purpose can he hope to contrihute to the social progress
T,'hich is the resdlt of that purpoiie, and how only "by
lcnov;ing God in Whom the purpose dvrells can he hope to
intelligently and completely share in it. If it is true,
as Sllwood has said, that "love is preeminently the social
passion and so the main dynamic upon which we can rely to
(10)
motivate effort for the improvement of social conditions,"
then the social worker if his work is to "be effective must
possess that love. And is not the obly real basis for an
?all-inclusive love" in the faith in every human soul
which is God's faith? Is anything less than this sufficient?
Must it bot be faijjrh also which sees hope for the future,
which will give courage in tasks which seem well-nifeh im-
possible otherwise? One case worker in a child-placing
welfare agency was quoted as saying that she"didn't know
how she could ha.ve carried on if she didn't believe in
God," It T.'as a strange discovery to her how few supposedly
Christian homes were open to children for foster care. Yet
this is a commentary on the extent to which the religion of
Jesus is put into practicCf not on that religion itself.
As it becomes evident that personality is the inte-
grated uhity of physical, mental, social, and spiritual as-
pects, possessing a freedom of will, so it also becomes evi-
(10) Ellwood, C.A,, Christianity and S,?, p
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dent tliat any work which makes personality its leading
interest must consider all these factors as Virell as thee
personality as a whole. If v/e go further and be!|.ieve tha-t
it is part of every personality's fulfillment to link it-
self with the eternal purpose of things, to know God in
order to share His life, then the falling short of this
fulfillment is a falling short of complete adj istment,
and v/hat we have understood as "sin", "both as it relates
itself to man^s spiritual nature, and as it is his fail-
ure in a social vsray, is as much the concern of the so-
cial worker to deal with as any other adjustment. This
does not mean tiiat the social worker is called jipon to
limit anyone's freedom of chhice. It means that if in
hms process of hringinp" about adjustment, he can (to put
it negatively) introduce his client to the possibility
of salvation from this '.vhich hinders him in his develop-
ment, if he can lead his client to an integration with
the "upreaching desire"of God v/hich transcends freedom,
and w'hivh by its nature is also a fellowship with all
real social good everywhere, then he will have achieved
the really creative part of his task, and will have- pro-
ven that his inspired interest in personality carries with
it the ability to go all the wayin the service of person-
alities*
Dr. Brightman does njl believe in Layi.ij that
man cannot live without religion. "Put he says "Eow much
better they can live with iti " (11
)
(11) Class Uotes, Religious Values, Dr. s. Prightman
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Tb.us religion can offer us the ohe last needed thing
that we can gain no other way, the one thing that will
answer our ov/n sense of inadequacy which we are bound to
sometime feel, Anfl this is absolute companionship with
God. When we have"Walked and talked with Him." when v/e
have seen His love and concern for His every creature
here on earth, when we have shared that love until it has
become the burning passion of our lives, only then will
we have laid hold on that which will never fail us. This
is the social passion which v/ill not be stilled until we
have done the utmost that we can do to bring social jus-
tice in the v/orld. The vision of the kingdom of heaven,
the great purpose toward which all progress moves, and the
desire ton become one with it, to"8laare the upreachin* ..de-
sire of God", --it is here lies power tliat knows no conqering.
It may easily be argued tliat this is not the Social
7/orker*s only resource. But is it not the greatest one,
since God is after all the foundation source of all other
strength that is gained from anything in His v;orld2(l2)
In "The Scientific Spirit and Social V/ork"
,
by Arthur J".
Todd, there is a chapter on The Dead Center in Social
Work. After describing the various signs and causes of
the "downs " that come as well as the "ups" in a social
worker's performance of her job, he gives a section to
(12) See Van Dyke, The Source (short story) in
The "^lue "Flov/er and other stori e
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sugf^estion^- "how we may clara'Der out of the
sloughs of despond and scale the heighlis "beyond our
present plateaus," and adds"Shat we. can is clear from
experience." He mentions mny ways in which this can
"be done; physical rest and recreation, the reading of
good "books, vacations, contacts with others in the
field, the "backing of friends, the reading of "biograph-
ies of pioneers in social work, the inspiration of
great thinkers in lecture and sermon and from study, "be-
lief in the importance of one*s work and realization of
the magnitude; of the problem — all these have helped.
Lastly, the help of religion is discussed, ""Belief in
humanity and confidence in God's love illuminate some
dark hours. Indeed religion very commonly appears as the
energizing factor in recuperation or progress, A large
proportion of social workers testify to this fact," (13)
"Social work needs a"ble leaders of religious spirit
in ever greater num"bers" writes T'argaret E, Eyington of
the Social ^i/orkers Department, Intercollegiate Pureau of
Occupations, (14) And, in order tTiat he may "build creat-
ively, and that he may he able to .arouse the creative
divinity within each soul he serves, the eccial'^^ worker
needs the religion of Jesus.
(13) Todd, A, r,, TVie Scientific Cpirlt and oocirl
V/ork, Chapter 71, ppD^^'J-lcO
(14) Davis, Philip, Tlie T^ield Of "ocial "'ork ,p 313
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3. THE P55SSIBIIITY OF COCPEnATICIT UT
HELIGIOUS Airo SOCIAL SERVICE
If th.e social worker definitely needs a reli-
gion of his own, what further implication is there in
this fact? Will not the Social Wor|:er'£ r:eligion in-
clude also a fellowship with all v;ho sincerely seek
hunan "betterment in Vae name of religion, whether or
not they be trained in i^Irill as he is, and v/hether or
not they may have at some tim.e made mis takes, or fall-
en short of the possibilities of their calling? He will
recognize that they too are a part of the progress to-
ward hurps^n betterment, and will seek to share with them
his knowledge of the art of efficient and gracious ser-
vice. Is such fellov/ship and cooperation possible?
in Philip Davis *s book quoted on page lo4, there
I
is also this paragraph:
"Ko one has estimated the imriense volume of
volunteer social service, direct and indirect,
which makes much of our present day philanthropy
possible. It is not only far reaching, as a matter
of fact, but one liies t9 believe that it stands
for the higher evolution of Comte^s r.eligion of
Humanity or Goethe's Religion of Deed, This new
Religion of Service is no substitute for the cider
religions expresnive of the more elemental human
longings. But it does afford boBi:dless opportu-
nities for self-discovery and self rgxpres!?ion
through service -- the civilizing force of our
day." (l)
Again, Ellwood says thrt the "fihal work of educa-
(l)Da':is, Philip, The Pleld Cf ::ocial Vork
.
pp4-5
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eating the emotions so that they shall support social
idealism must he the work of religion," (2) The world
is greatly in need of this social idealism, tn oaider
to achieve it the people" of the world must he taugh^
the sociological principles of harmonious living to-
gether of whichh-r so many of them are ignorant, they
must hec aided in arriving at the social imagination to
apply these principles. In hrief the world, v;hich is
divided, needs a "social spirit" which shall "heal it."
ITo thing else heside religion is equal to this task.
Jesus Clirist, the "most completely socialized character
in history" whose aim was to"socialize the heart in the
highest sense" has left us Jlis life-principle upon which
to huild. The wonderful thing is tliat we ar4 constantly
finding new v;ays to carry out that life-principle. J?o-
cial v;ork is one of these ways. But we cannot effectively
carry it to completion unless we relate it fully to that
Author of purpose whom we grow through religion to know,
more especially "iThom Christ has shov-Ti to us in His reli-
gion. Is there anything to hinder such a. full relation
as vie have here descrihed?
Sometimes there lias seemec to he a loss of vital
conneKtion. Why is it? Cnc social worker is qruoted: "It
is difficult to state the effect of religion at this time.
The ordinary church depresses me and I have come to feel
(2)211v;ood,C.A.
,
Christianity and S.n
., p, 154
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fhat the church which ought to have ^heing' as its
not to has thee comercial idea of 'acquiring' very much
in the forefront , I do not think that social vrorkers
ani' r-ore than other rien can afford to disregard reli-
gion, hut I do not see hc77 they can be influenced very
r:uch hy tradition and creed." And Todd continues , 'This
person's decand for a less other-worldly type of reli-
gion is echoed by another: 'Religion should be playing
an inportant positive patt, but is ;^laying only a nega-
tive one, due in patt to failure to find any organized
expression of religion which seens to fill the need
within one,' " y.ut he continues "' There is cfi course,
the beli^^ that things are reall:" growing better and the
hope that one may have a share in: making this olfi world
a better place to live in.' Religion in this andcother
cases would seen to offer the emotional backgtound for
an atter:pt to believe in the possibility of progress,
'f destiny controlled for progressive social*^: ameliora-
tion." (3)
Evidently there is a real difficulty here. It is a
difficulty echoed in the thoiight of many religious leaders
as well as of men of other p^rofess ions. A forceful exam-
ple is "'.liich Tay P.eligion?" by Ilarry 7. Tard, already
qiioted in this paper. Although ar/are of the many .vaj^s in
which our Christian religion has fallen short in the re-
(3) Todd, •-.'•» The Ccientific Spirit an^ TAcial .Vork ,
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ligion of the past, he nevertheless sees the possi-
bility of more perfect future attaininent.
"It is not yet too late for ^\merican Protes-
a
tantism to 136001116 creative religious force instead
of that ©"bstruction to the next step in human devel-
opment v/hich much of its heritage from the older
forms of Christianity and much of its attitude
in the past toward the emancipation of thev mind of
man inclines it to he. But this course is only pos-
sihle if it developes thecreligion of Jesus and that
means at least as much of a change from twehtieth .
century ecclesiastical Christianity as it did from
Cirst century traditional Judaism. The test quest-
ion it its attitude toward the dark millions and their
need." (4)
The future course of the Church, he says, will be settled
largely "by the "concrete decisions of its leaders;" here
he sees some indication of r hopeful situation.
"That there ar^ tendancies in the American
Churches toward sacrificing ecclesiastical interests
in behalf of v;ider social values will not be denied.
But thecprobabilities of their becoming dor inant are
to feel the full weight of resisting tradition, tliey
have yet to meet the full force of the opposing
world." (5)
But for those who have caught the vision of a nev; religion,
or rather, a re-acceptance ofvthe religion of Jerus with
all its implications -- there isxthe suggertion of that
"incalculable element. V^e resources of personality."
Ward's closinrr "rords are these:
"Co it is in the undeveloped capacitieFof that minor-
ity in our churches who have the vision of an ethical
religion, rilong with the desire to realize it, tliat
They have yet
(4) Ward, Harry 7. VAUch ^py r.eli-ion ? pp. 217-218
(5) Ibid. p. 220
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fhe future of American Proteptantisn lies hidden,
For them it is never too late, "beeause their
function is not to seize po'^'er "but alvrays to re-
main a minority, never content to rePt on r.ny
ground won, always pressing on to nev/ frontiers. The
wor-'^ of their liands cannot come to naught. If not
here then elsev^here the principles for v;hich they
stand, "because they are indispensable to the ongoing
of human institutions and the realization of person-
ality, will s.nimate the religion of .the future,"
(6)
It may "be that one of the strongest of the minority
which v;ard mentions will "be tlie social v/orker v/ho lias rec-
ognized in the religion of Jesus a source of dynamic powip
er, and who has made that religion his own.
(5) Y^ard, Harry ?,.7>Tiich Tay Religion? p. ":^1

CHAPTER III
EVIUEiTCES OE THE RELATION
HSLIGIOIT ATTD SOCIAl V/ORK

Ill
CnAPTET III
WIIEITCES OP TKE PJniATIOlT OP PJELIGION AUD
SOCLVL \7CBK
Are there evidences in the actual practice
of social TTork ofv tTie dynamic relation of religion
and social service v/bich V7e have "been dus cussing?
Is there sorne "basis in the experience of the profession
"by ^-hich we may te"''' ':"'r theories of the function of
religion in social '.York? Eas social work in the past
and present "been creative in proportion as its leaders
have possessed the religion of Teru:^? Zlr^- this really
vitally affected their work? Let us Lurn first to one
of the great figures in social work of our own day,
Jane Addams,
1. JAITZ ADD.VT.C
Miss AddP'ns , the head of null Hcure in Chicago,
was chosen one of the twelve greatest women in America
in a recent series of articles in the CJood Housekeeping
?'!agazine. The first chs-pters of her "book, Twenty Years
at Hull House," give us an idea of the influences and mo-
tives which have "been Pt the roots of her effort: ir "'be-
half of humanity.
Eer frf^c^ r^jr ndoninant influence in her errly
life, and in hex uv.n wordc ^ht- i.air.:r- Bis character " :
us, through the relati'^n of little incidents which show
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his sincerity, his kindly morality, hiEr'simple and
genuine under str-nding and love for his little daughter,
eniff his honest aid to her in facing and understanding
the important things of life. Her own mother died Tfhen
she was c "bahy, and her father ^s second marriege did not
occur until F^e was eight years of age. Therefore the love
and reverence :vhich she had for her father "becaiiie an even
more important element in her early life than it might have
"been othervdse. However he vtslb well worthy of respect. His
very fineness of clie.racter must have? impressed itself up-
on her unconsciously, for she tells of the tines v/hen she
could not sleep "because of having lied to hi^, and of the
lonely pilgrimages which she r.iadt dcv.n ohe long stairs and
across dark halls to her father's room, in order to confess
to him. Here, she says, she "invaria"bly received" the same
assurance that if he *had a little" girl who told lies^ he
was glad she 'felt too had to go to sleep after;mrds,* TTo
ahsolution "/as askkd for nor received, "but apparently the
sense that the knowledge of my vrickedness was shared, or an
o"bscure understanding of the affection which underlay the
grave statement, ws.s sufficient, for I always went hnck to
"bed as "bold as a lion, and slept, if not t^.e sleep cf the
just, at least that of the comforted," (l)
She early hecame aware of the existence of poverty
and freely talked v.'ith her fa-.' --:- -^hcut "whj' people lived
(1) Addcjns, J?he, Trenty Yer^rs at Hull House , pp 2-3
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in such, horrid little house? so close to£etiier" as
those v.'hich she saw in the neighhorhood of f^e nill
where he transacted'^ "business, "After receiving his
explanation, " she ^rrites, "I declared ^-rith much firmness
when I grew up I should, of course, have a large house,
"but it v/ould not he huilt a-mong all the other lar^e
houses, "but right in the midst of horrid little houses
lifce these." (2) Ker father, who v;as a (Quaker, taught a
class in the little Union Sunday School of the village,
and she mentions loolcing upon him. with grept pride "as
an imposing figure in hifS Sunday frock coat, his fine
head rising high shove all the others," (5) She jnentions
constantly confiding in him, and relates the folloiring in-
cident as one occasion when advice vjas given vrhich she de-
finitely remembers, "A little girl of eight years, arrayed
in a new cloak, gorgeous heyond anything I had ever worn
"before, I stood hefote ray father for his approval, I was
much chagrined hy his remark that it was a very ptetty
cloak in fact so much prettier than any cloak the other
little gtrls in the Sunday Gchool had, th^t he v;ould ad-
vise me to v.'ear ray old cloak, v/hich would keep me quite as
warm, with the added advantage of not m.aking the other lit-
tle girls feel badly, I complied with the request, hut I
fear without inner consent, and I certainly was without
2) Addams, Jane, Twenty ^earr- at Hull House, pp4-5
Z) Ihid. pp C-7
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the joy of self-sacrifice as I walked so"berly throuGh
the village - street "by the side of my counsellor. IJy
mind was "busy, however, with the old question eternal-
ly suggested hy the inequalities of the hurian' lot. Cnly
as we neared the church did I venture to asl: ahout it,
receiving the reply fria.t it might never "be righted so
far as clothes went, hut that people night "be equal in
things that mattered much more than clothes, the affairs
of education and religion, for instance, which v;e attend-
ed to when v/e went to school and 'church, and that it v;as
very stupid to wear the sort of clothes that made it hard-
er to have equality even there." (4)
She speaks of childish play with her sjsep-"brother,
their enjoyment of the birds and flowers, a real "compan-
ionship with nature," and the little attempts to imitate
the ceremonials and worshipr which they had learned to
think of as religious. In speaking of an altar of stones
to which they had "brought one out of every hundred nuts
they had gathered as a tribute and on which they also
"burned a favorite book or two," she says "The entire af-
fair carried on with auch solemnity war, probably the re-
sult of one of those imperative impulses under whose com-
pulsion children seek a ceremonial whicV shr.Tl express
their sense of idcnLificaLxon ..±<,\i i.iaii'i. pr x. t^x'. ^ ^xfe
and their familiar kinship with the remotest pact." (5)
4) Addams, Jane, Cp.Cit, pp 13-14
5} Ibid. p. 18
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But a kinship with all peoples of the precent was
also a cliaracteristic attitude instilled in her in
early childhood. Again ttis was due largely to the in-
fluence of her father, whom she came upon one day, evi-
dently sincerely sorrowful and concerned over the death
of Joseph I!azsini, the Italian patriot and founder of
the "Younc Italy" organization. "I load never even heard
Ila.zzini's name, ando after "being told ahout him I was
inclined to grow argumentative, asserting that my father
did not knov; hin, t'-at he n-as not American, and that I
could not understand why we should "be expected to feel
hadly ahout him. It is impossihle to recall the conversa-
tion with the complete "breakdown of my cheap arguments,
"but in the end I obtained that which I liaVe ever regarded
as a valuable possession, a sense of the genuine rela-
tionship which may exist hetv:een men v:ho chare large hopes
and like desires, even though they differ i:i nawionality,
language, and creed: that tfeose things count for abeolute-
ly nothing "between groups of men who are trying to a^bolish
slavery in i\merica or to through off Kapsburg oppression in
Italy." (6)
Of T^ise Addams religion it is r little difficult to
v/rite, since the impression gained from reading some parts of
of the opening chapters of her bock might lead one to think
that which is so common a conception in t'ne realm of social
(6) Addams, Jane, Op.Qit. pp21-22
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worlc, that social workers are irreligious, or
even definitely opposed to religion, at least in its
older fory. Evidence of this attitude is shown in
the fact that F^ome of the nenhers of the "^oard of Trust-
ees in the "Deaconess Training School, of v/hich T'iss Addaras
had "been invited to hecone a member (largely as a re-
sult of the lecture course she had given p.hout her trip
through the catacorac?s ) ohjected on the grounds that "no
religious instructidn was given at Hull House." (7j[
Another evidence as to her "irreligion," if vie
choose to consider it so, might be found in her remarks
about her ovm attitude tov/ard the frequent evangelistic
efforts to win her to conversion in "boarding school days.
She says "I was singularly unresponsive to '11 these forms
of emotional appeal." (8) She attributes this partly to
the fact that her father v/as not a comnunicant of an^--
churoh, but T;hose "scrupulous morality and sense of hon-
or in all natters of personal and public conduct" she "
"tremendously admired," also to the fact that herr group
of friends v.'ere "given to a sort of rationrlis?^ , doubt-
lesr founded upon an early reading of I::mer£on", and her
ovm ideal of "mingled learning, piety, and physical labor--
more nearly eren^"' if icf^ by t"h« Tort r.oyalifrf^ thp.n by any
otherG," which v/as in tux-n c ro^ull of he:" c '::i self-
marked-out course of readibg in '"ediaeval Ilietary. (9)
fV) Addans, Jane, Op. Cit. ,^ . .^4
8) Ibid, p. 49 (9) Ibid., Pp. 5C-51
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nevertheless, she considers that this "pasrive resist-
ence this clincinc to an individual conviction
7:af^ the "best moral traininp" she received, since, in
later life, socialists and others use'3 sonewhs.t the
samec methods to induce her to conform to their ideas.
She says "ITofbin;^ ?:c''^(^. me to stanr' on my ovm feet ^nd
to select v'hat sepmed r^asonahle from this vralderne??
oi. dogma, so much 9s my early encounter \7ith genuine
zeal and affectionate solicitude, associated with what I
could not accept a^ the v/hole truth," (10)
Serious thinking she certainlj'- did eng?ge in, as
one of the five girls in v. little group in hoar^ ^-^hoo
who stuck tcgother in their good times, in their earnest
search for truth, their desire to do the right, and their
steadfast efforts in the direction of scholarship. The
clPvSS motto chosen was "the early Cr.xon word for lady,
translated into "breadgiver, and we took fcr our class
flower the poppy, because poppies grew among the wheat,
as if "N'ature Trnew tha* •^y.ryr^yrc.^ +Vi--"n Trrpp hu^'^p'^ thn.t
needed food there would he pain that needed relief." (ll)
She says "that this group of ardent girls who discussed
everything under fbe sun vrith such unahated interest did
not take it all cut in tslk may he demonstrated "by the
fact that one of the class who narried a missionary found
ed a very suc'c^^^v.l crV-ool in Japan for ^.y^.c '"hi''c''"cn
10) Addams, Jane, Cp. f?it,, p. 53
11) Ihid. p. 48
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and the Snglish and Anericans living there; another of
the class "becairie a medical miesionai-y to Ivorea, •••••
still another hecane an unusually rlrilled teacher of the
"blind; and ont of t'nen a pioneer librarian in that ea,rly
effort to hring ""books to the people,'" She says "Icr-
feaps this errly coinpanionship chov/ed me hov7 essentially
similar are the various forms of social effort, and cur-
iously enough, the actual activities of a missionary
school are not unlilce many thxat are carried on in a Set-
tlement situated in a foreign quarter." [12)
At times T^iss Addams had dreams of a unifying of
religion for f-^e people v/ith -"^hom she desired to rork.
In this she received inspiration from a study of Edward
Caird's jlvolution of r>elif;ion v/hich, she said "had been
of unspeakable comfort to me in the labyvnrinth of dif-
fering ethical teachings and religious creeds v;hich the
mani' immigrant colonies of our neighborhood presented
• I v;as timidly trying to apply his method of stufly to
those groups of homesick immigrants huddled togetk.er in
strange tenement houses, among v^hora I seemedcto detect
the beginnings of a secular religion or at least of a
ride humpnitprianism. evolved out of 'the various exigen-
cies of the situation,,,. Perhaps Vx» Caird could tell
me whether there vras any religious content to this
'J'aith to each other; thisfidelity
Of fellow wandererr in a desert place' " (13)
(12) Addams, Jane, Op.Cit, p, ^.0
(13) Ibid. pp. 30-40
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Her interest in the poor, along v.-ith her so-
cial sense, and the idealism of her group, led her
to decide to study medicmne and "live 7;ith the poor,"
"but her health prohibited her carrying out this plan
completelji, and in f'e eight years between the tine
when she left "boarding school and ' the opening of I'ull
House she was most of the time "absolutely at sea so
far as any moral purpose \ms concerned, clinging only
to the desire to live in a really li^ying world and re-
fusing to be content v/ith a shadowy reflection of it,"
(14; These were years of struggle, of nev; toucher with
the reality she sought, --a painful burning reality
of the sight of suffering and huna.n need--, and she
says "For t"'vo years in the midst of my distress over
the poverty which, thus suddenly driven ii in my con-
sciousness, ba,d become to rue the 'V.'Bltschmerz , ' there
was mingled a sense of fultility, of misdirected ener-
gy, the belief that the pursuit of cultivation would
not in the end bring either solace or relief." (15)
She felt ?"sense of her uselessness" in the "assump-
tion that the sheltered edjicated girl has nothing to do
with the bitter poverty and the social maladjuptn.ent
which is all about her" but which yet "breaks tTirough
poetry and literature in a tide that overwhelms her," (16)
14) Addams, Jane, Op, <Tit,, p. (:4
15 Ibid. p,71
16) Ibid, p. 73
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Very naturally and in keeping v/ith this awak-
ened social passion one sumr-er Sunday morning she "re-
ceived the rite of "baptism and "became a member of the
Frei?"byterian church in the village'J Her ov/n dercrip-
tion of this move and of her reasons for it are worth
reading:
"At this time there rras certainly no out-
side pressure towards such a decision, and at
twenty-five one does not ordinarily take such a
step from a mere desire to conform. While I was
not conscious of any emotional ^conversion, * I
took upon myself the outv/?rd expression of the
religious life with all humility and sincerity.
It was dou"blless true that I was
^'i/Veary of myself and sick of asking
V/hat I am and what I ought to "be,'
and thatv various cherished safeguards and claims
to self-dependance had "been "broken into "by many
piteous failures, But certainly I had "been
brought to the conclusion that * sincerely to give
up one*s conceit or hope of being good in one's
own right is the only door to the Universe *s
deeper riches,' Perhaps the young clergyman rec-
ognized this as the test of the Christian temp-
er, at any rate he required little assent to
dogma or miracle, and assured me that while both
the ministry and officers of his church were ob-
liged to subscribe to doctrihes of v/ell-known
severity, the faith required of the laity was al-
most early Christian in its simplicity. I was
conscious of no change from my childish accep-
tance of the teachings of the C-ospels, but at this
moment something persuasive v;ithin me made me
lOHg for an outv/ard symbol of fellowship, some
bond of peace, some blessed spot vrhere unity of
spirit might claim right of way over-" all differ-
ences. There v/as also growing v/ithin ne an almost
pasr;ionate devotion to the ideals of democracy, and
when in all history had these ideals been so tlirill-
infely expressed ar v/hen the faith of the fisher-
man and the slave had been boldly opposed to the
accepted moral belief t'nat the v/ell-being of a priv-
ileged fev; might justly be built upon the ignorance
and sacrifice of the many? V.Tio war I, with iny
dreams of universal fellc'ship, that I did not i-
dentify riyself with the institutional strtcment of
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this iDelief, as it etood in the little
village in which I wad horn, and v;ithout
which testimony in each remote hcunlet of
Christendom it v;ould he so easy for the
v;orld to Flip "back into the doctrines of
selection and aristocracy? " (17)
This Y-'as not the end of her seeking, nor of
her learning. She says that up to the time of her
second journey to Europe she "v/as still filled v;ith
the sense which '//ells describes in one of his youn^
characters, tliat somewhere in (Church or Gtate are ax
"body of authoritative people v/ho -"ill put things to
rights as soon as they really kno\7 wfiat is wrong. Guch
a young person persistently helieves that "behind all
suffering, "behind sin and v:ant, must lie redeeming
ma^animity.He may imagine the world to he tragic and
terri"ble, hut it never occurs to him that it may he
contemptihle or squalid or self-seeking.
" (18 ) Therefore
she saw in the trade-unionist efforts, as v;ell as those
of the Positivistc and others a "manifestation of*loy-
alty to humanity', and an attempt to aid in its prog-
ress," She "imagined that their philosophical concep-
tion of man's religious development might include all
expressions of tha-t for^--"T:hich So nir-ny age^ of men liave
struggled and:' aspired." And she says that she herself
"vaguely hoped for this universal comity", a hope v;hich
8he later set forth ar for a "cathedral of humanity'
17] Addams, Jahe, Op. Ci^. pp73-79
18) IhicT. pp .91382
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v/laicli sould "be ' capacious enouc"!"^. to house a fellow-
ship of common purpose,* and v/hich should "be '"beauti-
fui enough to persuade men to hold fast to the vision
of hui^pn solidarity.' " Further, she says, "the saine
mood is easily traced in my early hopes for the Settle-
ment that it should unite in the fellowship of deed
those ofcwidely differing religious "belief s (19
)
J'ust when the actual plan of the Settlement hegan'
to evolve^ in Jane Addams* mind, she is not aware. She
"gradually "becane convinced tliat it would b'=^ a good
thing to rent a house in a. part of the city v:here riany
primitive and actual needs are found, in v/hich young
women who had he en given over -coo ercclusively to study
might restore a halance of activity along traditional
lines and learn of life from life itself; where they
might try out some of the things they had heen taught
and put truth to * the ultimate test of yhe conduct it
dictates or inspires'," (20) The final spur to action
came as a result of her attendance at a Pull fight with
friends at J^-drifl, when she suddenly seemed to realize
the entire moral situation revealed hy this experience,
;?he says
"It was suddenly made quite clear to me tliat I
was lulling my conscience hy a dreamer's scheme,
that a mere paper reform lis.d hecome a defense for
cdntinuec' idleness, and that I was making it a
raison d'etre for going on indefinitely with stu-
dy and trrvel. It is easy to hecome the dupe of a
cirfr.""-^-^^
--—^--i^Cj : "-r""lso V'^: ^^"ture can
l9]Addams, ."^Pne, Op. Cit. ^""^
ZO) Ihid, p. 85

never keep, and I Imd fallen in^o fhe reanert
type of self-deception in making rr^yself "believe
. that all this :vp.s in preparrtion for ^ve^.t
VninrB to cone, ITofbin.'^ leJ^s than the moral re-
action following the experience at a "bull-fight"
(at V7hich ?he had outstayed V-er friends in the fascl'^'^-
tion of it, unthinking at the tine cf the "brutalit;^ in-
volved) .
.
"had "been a"ble to reveal to me that so far from fol-
lowing inthe vrske of a chariot"of philantliropiu
fire, I had heen tied to the tail of" the veriest
ox-cart of self-seeking,
I had made up my mind that next day, Tsrlir.tever
happened, I v;ould "begin to carry out the pl?n, if
only "by talking r'bout it." [Zl]
This Che did, to ""isp Starr, her "olc'-ti^e schcci
friend, who war one of our party,"
From fbis point on v;e might rend the story of I-Iull
house, the nov: v/ell-knovm fTett.lement in '^hicago cf '."hich
I!iss Addans says"From the firi. t it seced unders lo^-^.
that vie were ready to perform the hum"blest neighborhood
servicef^" (^-.-}, and v:hose succesnfiil carrying out was
uas fo^'nded partly • " ' tion, i"^ t'.e • or :" - .
Cannon Barrett, tlia.i, the thingn which : ake men atiXe are
finer and hetter than the thing? that keep them apart,."
(23) The ohject of "/ _ i.- . -oc ^ . chctrtcr
reads
:
"To provide a center for a higher civic
and social life; to institute and maintain ed-
ucational o-nC philanthropic enterpriser, and to
investigate and improve the conditions in the
industrial districts of Chicago." (24)
'21] Addams, Jane, Op. Cit, pp 36-07
,22] Ihid. p. 109
,23] Ihid. p. 111
,24 j I'bid. p, 112

The purpose of Hull House is really two -fold.
In answering; expression to the rer^lization of terri-
"ble suffering in the v;Grl^ p^^/' f^r '~ense cf her o'.'.ti
uselessness tliat I.^iss Addana feli in lier own life,
"itvis an attempt to relieve, at the pr-rjB tine, the over
accurulp.tion at one end of society ?.nd thr de?=titu%ion
at the other..," (;-5; In a lecture delivered by T'ia?
Addams at Ilyraouth Suguner School cf f'e Ethical Culture
Societies, in 1892, she outlines for us the "Huhjective
:'Tecessity for Social Settlement? . " '"he says:
"It is quite impossible for me to say in
7;liat proportion or degree the suhjective necessity
which led to the opening of Hull House comhined
the thjree trends: first, the desire to interpret
dem.ocraci' in social terms; secondly, the impulse
heating at the very source of our lives, ui-ging
us to aid in the race progress; and thirdly, the
Christian movemient tovj^rd humanitariani?-^-.," [26
)
Of this last she speaks as "a certain renaissance go-
ing forward in Christianity... the impulse to share the
live^^ of the poor, the der.irc to make soci-'^l service,
irrespective of propaganda, express the spirit of Christ
which is "as oldoas Christianity itself" hut 'vhich nev-
ertheless is no".*; hein^- "^e^l^zed ?'ne^" hy t^ie many yoimg
men and v/omen of the day whose intercut ic wl-'e good of
hum.ankind
;
"They resent the assumption tliat Clu'is tian-
Ity is a set of ideas which helong to the religious
consciousness, rvh^tever that nay he. They insist
25) Addans, Jane, Cp. C^'t. pn IZZ&lZe
26) Ihid. p. 125
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that it cannot "be proclaimed nriart fror- the so-
cial life of the comriunity and that it must
seek a simple and natural e5:pre:.sion in the
social or^fgnism itself
I "believe that this turnin.;-* this renais-
sance of the early Christian hunanitaprianism, is
goin;; on in America, in Chicago, if you please,
without leaders '.vho ^vrite or philosophize, vath.-
out much speaking, hut rrith a bent to express in
social service and in ternsrof action the spirit
of Christ, Certain it is--that s^i^ritual force is
found in the Settlement movement, and it is also
true that this force must he evol-'ed and must he
called into play hefore the success of sby SetLle-
nent is assured, There must he the overmastering
helief tl^at all that is nohlest in the life is
common to men as men, in order to accentuate the
likei^ssses and ignore tlie differences v^hich are
found among the people '.vhom the Settlement con-
stantly hrings into juxtaposition. It may he true,
as the Fositivists insistf that the very reli-
gious fervor of man can he turned iAto love for
his race, and his ""esire for future life into
content to live in the echo of his deeds; Paul's
formula of seeking for the 'Christ \7hich lieth in
each nan and founding^'our likenesses on him, seems
a sim.pler formula to many of us," (27)
In closing she says:
"It ip always easy to make all philosophy'
point one particular moral anc* all history adorn
one particular trie; hut I ma.y he forgiiiven the
reminder that the hest speculative phi^'osophy sets
forth the solidarity of? the human race; tnat the high-
est moralists have taught that v/ithout the advance and i
improvement of the v/hole, no nan can hope for any
lasting improvement in his ovrn moral or material
individual condition; and that the cuhjective neces-
sity for Social Settlements is therefore identical
with that necessity, -.vhich urges us on to\7ard social
and individual salvation." (£8)
(£7l Addams, Jane, Cp. ^it, pp 123-124
(28) Ihid, p 127
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2. ST. o: .VSSISI
Turning to anotlier figure •'.vho doe?: not represent
for us quite so distinctly tl c profeosion of social
work, "but Y;lid never thelecP in hir time mpde social
service a large part ol i±i3 life-vvork, v;e nay look r.nd
find inspiration in tlie age-reverenced character of
St. "Francis of Assisi,
Of Mm it lias "been said the.t his "re^.igion v/as a
philosophy of the ina,rket place rather tlian of the lec-
ture hall«"(l} Ilis aim v;as t^t of service,-- not mater-
ial help alone, "but spiritual service to all his "bro-
thers. ::is "mission in life-- to "be something illumin-
ating, purifying, energizing,,,, a 'little "brother of
the ?un."' (2) He'knew life v;ith all its hardships; in
fact he took many of these for his ovm, cf^^his ov/n v/ill,
tliat he might he a hetter companion to those he loved
and se^^V'^'^, the common people ever:,'^here . Prof, '"arl'^tt
i.vrites uhafposoihly he "best expre-sec liii; ditc.j.i of ser-
vice when he \vrote to ot. Clara from a "bed where 'legions
of rats and mice made p.n infernal uproar': 'A single
sunheam is enough to drive g vay m.any shadov/r^," [Z] 7or
him religion was "not logiu, "but life -- the light of
love shining tlirough holiness.'" (4) He helieved in the
(l)l'^rlatt, prof. 7arl "^,, rrotertm'. Taintr , p. 78
( hy Court ery of Mr. Alhert "ingrich, for
use of his notes)
Ihid. p 78 (3) Ihid. p. 77
I"bid. p. SI
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v/orth of personality, and shovred it "by his accept-
ance, nay, even his seelcins of poverty, of which he
spoke as"*f"e perrl of f ie rn^el'',' It hir rr^rer-'
tion of t'. £ superiority of personality ove"':' pro^ierty,"
(5) Tlie diligence vrith rrhich He performed his lahors
outgrevT fron this? "If^ any n?n rrill co^ne after ne let hira
take up his croseeand follo'.v me«" (S) He seems to Imve
attained in a most "beautiful and remarka'ble degree the
comhination of true mystical religions experience and
untiring love and devotion to service of his fellcv; meni
as exemplified in the One he followed, ^ays B^of. T-.*ar-
latt, "lie Imev/ that holiness to he real must "be active;
that light to "be life-giving mustvhe energizing. Accor-
dingly he taught that*a mystic should always he Trilling
to quit an ecstasy to help a hrother,'" (?)
Somewhat of the modern idea of socirl. service
was perhaps in his mood when he said"* is it not true that
the servants of God are really like jugglers, intended to
revive the heart:^ r-^ '-c* ^•i'^ i^-^.d t"'''C'~' i'^to spiriturl
joy?'" (3) And again , the story continues: "That wcs the
Foverello*s dream for himself and everyone of thr^ little
]3rot^^^^ • • • • to hr '^od's jongleu^, r'^'''iating holy happi-
ness and holy love in layarettos the i.u.s df the peasants,
the scented liaunts of courtesans wherever there w©.8 dark
nesp or t'"e sh^/^o-;- of s.'n," (0}
(5) "f^arlatt, ILcrl ^.
,
Protestant ^^irt"
, p. 59
Ihir!, p, 97
Ihid, p. 99
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7e is 1:00^711 for liis life-time of liur-ility and
service. He is p.lso known for his purity of laerrt.
And his influence v/as o.ll the ^rerter on theroad to
righteousness, hecause he lived the holiness iie preached.
Once he said "the true servant unceasingly rehukes the
wicked, "but he does it nost of all h-'- his conduct, hy
the trr-^^ -'hi-'- "hines -^-'rth -'ords, hy f-^e lijht
of his example, hy the radiance of his life," (IC) And
the radiance of St, Francis* life was inde'^d a new inter-
pretation to the chu^'^^, ^0" ^-^fi^,.T.^^ +.,-'-.-3 -^...^r-^o for
ceremony and su^^cested thau religion wa^? experimental
rather than ritualistic", and so "he saved Catholi-
cism from, shipv.rreck, " (ll)
Gt. Francis (Giovanni Fernadone) was the son of a
cloth merchant of As sis i in central Italy, He was "brought
up a.r> any hey of the '^iddle a^os mifh* hare heen, arr^ "^ed
a normal mischievous ooy's life, ^ui -riar^ually his life
chan£;ed from one of leadership in revelry tc one of con-
cern for the unfortunates he saw ahcut h?.'^, particularly
the lepers, r.i'^ p response in V- - 'c-'re -.ove them and
serve them as Christ had done. More and acre he "became aware
of his mission -- "to restore the spirit of Christ and pro-
claim anev/ His message of peace, good will and salvation
to men," (12) And he and th.06e associated with hin, "ini-
(IC) :"arlatt, ierlF., rrctt;-tant. Caints
, p, IQC
(ll Thi-!. p, ic:
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tators of Clirist, 'bound together "by love and practis-
ing the utmost poverty, since only thus he "believed
coulc. w . t.rld "be denied - - "^liriet real''y follov/ed^"
7/ent exout, tv/o "by tv.'o, "preaching repentance, sinc-
inr nuch, aiding the peasants in f^-eir v.'orl:, caring
for t?.e lepers anr" cutcrrtr," [l.Z]
(13) T/alker, History -f t: c Chr ir- tian ^Lurch
, p. 2 58
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3. MORSAK IIEMORIAL
TWO institutions which oome to mind as examples
of social work in which religion functions Tery lar-
gely are the Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries and
Settlement in Boston, and Calvary House in New York.
The former, now extended and carried on most
successfully by Dr. Bdgar J. Helms, was founded by
Henry Morgan, a Methodist minister greatly interested
in social reform, who began his work as a teacher in his
home town at the age of sixteen years. E.C.E. Dorian,
the author of a book describing Morgan Memorial, states
concerning ^enry Morgan that, "like Wesley •• he felt called
of GrOd to labor for the outcasts, and he began to visit prisons
and asylums and poorhouses in the Bastem and Southern states
. • • • later he became a temperance evangelist and ...
devoted himself for several years to this itinerating
work in behalf of the unfortunate and for the cause of
temperance during which time he travelled extensively.
•••• During a serious illness and long convalescence he
decided to become a preacher of the gospel* that to which
his mother had dedicated him when he was yet but a child.
"
His preaching was not of the ordinary type. In Boston he
opened a mission in Music Hall where he said that his ob-
ject was "to preach the gospel to the working classes
and to open a mission for the poor in some part of the ci-
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ty,.,." (l) Again he "held services in a "beer salon
every Sunday evening':.,,, finally lie was told that he
'would have to take the hall altogether or give up
preaching in it, for the tv7o mc^ines v/ould not run in
the same groove.* " Here \ms a great enterprise, and a
man v;ith the faith that he could succeed in it. He
writes "God alone could help me» That morning I arose and
prayed;" It was raining and he feared that "if the storm
continued I should have no audience and no assistance to
carry me through another Sahhath, for my funds were get-
ting low. Then fare\7ell to ^ostonl In the midst of the
pouring rain a rohin flew upon a tree near my window in
ITewhury Flacd, hack of Essex street, and heran to sing.
As its shrill, piercing notes rose high above the stor^^,
it fluttered its wings and shook off the fast-flowing rain
and still kept on singing. I was struck with surprise at
its courage and joy. Ah, thought I, if this poor shiver-
ing rohin can sing in such c cold, merciless storm , shall
I despair? ilol If God provides for the raven and the rohi
He will not forsake the weaker t of his saints! That mo«!
ment my soul lighted up with Joy. Light flashed upon my
pillow like the lightness of noonday; a halo of light
shone round ahout me. Then I seemed t to hear a voive say-
ing, 'Vvhat doest thou herB, Elijah? Lo , I am with you
(1) Dorian, E.C.E., The Redemption of the South End , p. ^
7
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always, even unto the end of the world.' Oh, the oalm
holy Joy of that eostatlo moment] Oh, the peace of
mind, the rapture of soul, and the quietude of my bod-
ily frame I My neryes "became quiet, pain fled away after
a oalm, refreshing sleep fell upon me. I awoke in time
for the meeting and looked from the window. loJ the storm
was gone, the sun shone brightly; I attended the service,
the audianoe was large, my spirit was free, a blessing
attended the Word." (£)
Today if we should go to visit Morgan Memorial we
should be filled with amazement at the work that is
being done there. "Hot Charity but a Chance," is the motto
which has made possible the (roodwill Industries where people
are given a chance to work and earn. Here is carried out the
command of Jesus: 'Gather up the fragments that nothing be
lost," both literally and figuratively. Everything from
broken clocks to buttons, from old clothes to books and
broken furniture can be used in some way, if for nothing
else than to save the cost of fuel in the furnaces. Passing
through the workshops one is delighted with the finished
results of the labor; a freshly painted bureau made from
the parts of several old ones, chairs recaned, dresses made
over, even "sick" dolls made v/ell again and newly dressed.
These products are then put on sale in the store below,
where people who have not the money to buy their needs
(2) Dorian, E.C.E., The Redemption of the South End,
pp. 28-2^
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at the regular places of "business find many useful
articles whose price comes within their range, The
people in the rroodvdll Industries seem to he happy,
on the walls, dirty and battered in some places, it
is true, one finds nov/ and then a cheery word or mot-
to. In the spitit of the founder of the institution
and in the spirit of Him whose love profipted its founding
such a suggestion as this must find its echo in the
stimulation and inspiration of all who read it:
"Tly Creed to he
Too large for envy, too nohle for anger, too
stronf^ for fear, a.nd too happy to permit the
presence of trouble."
We have only looked at one part of Horgan Memori-
al as it is today, hut the spirit of all its depart-
ments (which are ma.ny) is suggested here. The Church of
All nations, where services are held in several differ-
ent languages; the Children's settlement and Day Nursery
where little ones are cared for and given lessons in
home keeping and in other useful skills; the Young Peo-
ples activities! the language clasf^es; the 'Fmnloyment
Bureau; and the Seavy TTission Settlement -- ail make
their very real contribution to the 'Redemption of the
South End," Each day the work of the Institution is
opened with prayer for all the workers. In a recent
interview with one of the leading ministers of Morgan
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Kemorial, flr. Vereide, be expressed his viexr that
most important to the success of such work v/as an
earnest "belief in it and a spiritual conviction and
desire to carry it through, Without this spiritual
element he felt that such work would be empty, and
without life. One feels that here spiritual needs
are met, as well as immediate material ones. Per-
haps this is after all the answer to the criticism
that nothing is done inwork pf this kind to get at
the real causeof maladjustment and to remedy it by
bettering the larger ecenomic conditions. Yet so
long as this cannot be done for all of the people
all of the time, and so long as Morgan Memorial's
work is done in the spirit which now draws people
into its fellowship, it will meet a need and render
a service among the poor and Jobless and foreigh
speaking people of this section of the city.
Dorian closes his book with these words:
"The forces that have worked through Mor-
gan Memorial for the redemption of that part of
the South End where it is located will bring a-
bout the same results wherever the masses are to
be found, foreign-born and American, Reaching
these with its moral and spiritual message, stan-
ding four-square against vice, working for the a-
melioration of the, living conditions of thee poor,
and standing for the equate deal for all in indus-
trial life, it brings together in sympathetic re-
lation for national well-being those forces which
apart are inevitably a menace. The message of these
pages to the social worker, the generous layman,
the church in our crowded centers, is, Go and do
likewise," (3)
(3) Dorian,E,C,E. The Redemption of the South T':nd ,pp
123-4

4. CALVARY HOUSE
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A little different type of social service is
given at Calvary House, ^^ew York, due to a differ-
ence in emphasis rather than in final purpose, the
helping of people to a more abundant life. The ach-
ievements of Calvary House are suggested by the title
of a hook written hy one of its workers, Ilrs, Amelia
S, Reynolds, "13"ev7 Lives for Old," In her description
this institution" stands for informal, personal recog-
nition of the need for Christ," and is founded on the
assumption that" the Church cnly fulfills its function
if it teaches people to know the livin>c^ Christ," (l)
There is no one, rich or roor, to whom Calvary House
does not st?nd ready to minister; its ministry has
"been to all classes, in the spirit of this statement*
"No matter what the work is that must fill my
days, if I am open to the voice of the Holy Spi-
rit, work for Him will be shot through that prac-
tical work. Until industry and the arts and the
professions are leavened "by the derire of the men
who control them., to make them servc^ Crod^s will
in the bringinr of t're Kingdom, there will be
in-justice and vice and poverty and disease. The
whole world is to be won forvHim and everywhere
we need men to carry that first job into t'^e sec-
ondary ones," (2)
Somehow t^e staff at Calvary seems to have come
to a recognition of the truth expressed in the little
poem by T-ary Carolyn Davies^
(1^ Reynolds, A.S., "Tew Liver for eid . Preface, pp5-6
(2} Ibid., p, 13
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Seeking
Where the sun shines in the street
There are very many feet
Seeking- God, all unav^are
That^their hastening; is a prayer.
Perhaps these feet would deem it odd
(Who think they are on business hent)
If someone vrent
And told tl-em, "You are seelinn: C-od." iz)
The belief here at Calvary House is "that the deep hun-
gers of the spirit for traffic with the Unseen, the long-
ing for spiritual vrholeness and unity and satisfaction
are also part and parcel of humsn nature, demandinr to
he heard from and rechoned with as much as any physical
instinct," (4) And the test of the religion which is here
shared is in t'le attitude toward it which is the re- ponse
of the"outsider ." Xlr. Shoemaker, the Rector of Calvary
Church, says of this- "outsider" , "I Icnow his prejudices
and his power to see our v;eaknesses: and I hnow also that
inner love for Christ whinh is his, and his adjniration of
those who really live Christ's kind of life, He i^- not a-
hle to understand much of our theology, he is fuddled "by
our ritual and funny little tame church-v;ays , he is aghast
at what he considers our pretense and humbug and the quar-
relsomeness amongst ourselves, Sut he understands it when
a bad man turns good, or when a good man shakes off his
self-satisfaction and becomes Christian, He understands it
when a man on the roar" to novrhere finds a direction towards
(3) Davies, T'ary Carolyn, lnQ.no table Foem.s . p.l^J^
{^) Shoemaker, S.7,^. , Children of the Second Birth , r> lo
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a destiny, or v/hen a life adrift cot^pp into har-
"bour he understands and he likes it, and he says
in the soul of him: 'ITow, that's V7hat I call Christ-
ianity." ' (5)
Of the r^eat element in the faith of those
who v;ork at Calvary, " C'ruidance"
,
T'rs, Reynolds says
"The Guidance of the Holy Spirit isb't on
trial at C^>lvary, v/e have se^n it Tvork in too
many lives to call it a coincidence, or chance,
or human decision. We knovi it for v;hat it, is --
God's direct contact with human life. [(">)
Guidance is the result of the attempt to find God's
will in the little and "big affairs of daily life, the
realization such as that which came to a man "who load
long lived his life with a consciousnesr; of God, "but
he hs-d never learned that God knew him so well tha.t
Ke could guide and direct his life not only in the "big
things "but in the small ones,,.." nnd v;ho "found Christ
not only as a friend "but as an enthusiasm, something
deep enough to supersede everything else in his life."
(7) Guidance is checked hy four standards: absolute
honesty, purity, unself ishnesf^ , and love# The affairs
of life are talked over in this fellowship, avowedly
patterned after the First Century Christian Fellowship
of the early apostles, and the memhers of the group
help each other and those who come jro them to find the
"guidance" they seek. It may mean lives that are turned
(5) Shoemaker, S.7.:, , Children of tVe 3econd :^'irth . p,14
(6) Tveynolds, A.S,, ITew T-iver For rid , p. 34
(7) Ibid. pT>. 23-24
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in a distinctly different direction, such as tha,t
of a "business man or of the womn ivith a state-v/ide
reputation in child-trelfar e work vfho gave up their
"before-time chhsea vocation to join forces with the
work of Calvary which 'seemed more vital and r'lore far-
reaching. Or it may mean that people in other work are
filled with a new sense of values, and pre therebj''
ahle to glorify and supplement the task hy which they
earn their daily hread.Such is the newshoy who devoted
his spare time in religious work with hoys and men,
and the bond salesman who uses his "investments in
order to make as many contacts as possible with men
who need the dynamic of religious experience," (8) The
reason that such is the all-important work of the peop-
le who go out from Calvary is because such "dynamic re-
ligious experience" is real to themselves. They are liv
ing out the gospel of sharing, and they have laid hold
something so precious, so strength-giving that they can
nit bear for others to be without it. Yet, in keeping
too, with the process of slow-working evolution, they
hold it as part of their program to be willihr to "mark
time." The personalities of those with v;hom they deal a
the important thing, and the leading of these personali
ties to their natural fulfillment in abundant life in
God. There seems to be here an understanding of the v;ay
in which religion may have failed in the past at times,
(8) r^eynolds, A.B., Op, Git. p. 34
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for Mrs, Reynolds speaks of those" amonf the people
served who are "Church saints.,., lovable, unselfish,
hard-v/orking, "but unahle to translate vrhat they live
"by into terms comprehensible to other people. I have
siJfated a real problem to a church saint and been an-
swered by a text. The text was a vronderful one, but I
didn't know what to do pbout it. A boy speaking of such
an one said, in despair, the oher day; 'She's a beaut iQ
ful character, but what good, does that do me? ' It did-
n't do him any good, it only made goodness seem more
inaccessible than usual." (9)
But to such as these, and to many others, the so-
cial service of Calvary House has brojight the religion
of Spiritual Power. In coramentinf on this power, ITrs.
Reynolds writes "God gives us that iTth thing the
thing you can't put your finger on, but which you have
to have in order to do Kis will. That is the direction
that comes from the I'oly Spirit." (lO)
An interesting record is Mrs. Reynold's ovm. descrip-
tion of ac case she was able to help. A woman came to her,
in sorrow over her husband's death from drowning. She had
found a brief bit of comfort one day when she came upon
his f i'^hing tackle and thought suddenly that he might have
gone fishing and drowned by accident rather than Inten-
9) Reynolds, A.R., Op.Cit. pp 55-56
10) Ibid. p. 77
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tionally. But again she realozed thatt this was
prohahly her own attempt tb comfort herself, and t^at
there was not any truth in it. But as she talked to
this woman and listened to her story, Frs, Reynolds
felt a guidance that "He went fishing " was true.
"I felt that it was a repetition to me of gui-
dance which God had tried to give to her. As
I pondered these words in my heart I knew that
there was no human proof, "but I knew God*s love
for His children. I told her the words that had
come, and that I helieved they were from God.
I shall never forget her face
*Bo you mean,* she said, *that the Lord, Jesus
Christ loves me enough to care whether I suffer
needlessly or not?*Her reaction was not thank-
fjilness that we had had assurance that her hus-
hand had heen accidently drowned, hut an over-
whelming surprise and gratitude that God should
care enough ahout her to want her to know the
truth. In a sense the actual happening had he-
comt unimportant to her; the important thing
was God's love."
and J^rs, Reynolds continues:
"I helieve that this is a case typical
of what social casework can do, and what reli-
gion can do. That woman could ha^re heen sent to
Europe, or Florida, in order to forget; she could
have been taken to a sanitarium in order to im-
prove her health, she could have heen sent to
a psychiatrist because of her melancholia. But
none of these things would have touched the root
of tVe matter; only religion could do that," (li)
The secret 6f this success seems to he an almost intang-
ible thing;-- "It would be possible to be vividly accur-
ate about buildings or organizations, but when you try
to set do'.'.Ti in words f^e work of the Holy Spirit, you can
(ll) Reynolds, A.R., Op. Cit. pp 84-85
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only "hope to catch "here and there a glean of wh?t
happens." Yet perhaps one sucTn gleam is here ex-
pressed, when Mrs. Reynolds says tha,t we need first
of all to
"Face whatever Is wrong with our o\vn lives,
clear it, the, with the guidance of the Koly
Spirit, strnd ready to have God use us as a
channel through which His love can flow. Doing
personal work is, I suppose, the most humhling
experience that any of us can have, for hy our-
selves we can do ahsolutely nothing. It is on-
ly "by the power of God tVxough us that we can
help other people.
A great psychiatrist told me last winter
when we had heen talking at(out the work at Cal-
vary, that psychiatry has learned to make an
accurate diagnosis and to furnish a good plan,
hut thpt psychiatry has no motive powe r to
make the patient accept the plan." (l2)
But even if the ahove were true, it is not a nec-
essary state 6f affairs, for the Psychiatrist and Social
Worker miay possess spiritual power and motive pov:er too.
"EEperience of God is- to he had by any one who
truly seeks it. Sharing our experience with others
is something that 7;e ail can learn to do directly
and effectively. Not throught theological discus-
sion, hut hy telling what Christ has ddne in our
own lives, and in the lives of peo^^le we know.
The thing that I lonr to see in the world today
is men and women whose lives have '^"be en so shot
through with practical knowle^'ge of God that, hav-
in-'^ themselves found motive power, they can rive
it to the people with whom they live and work,"
(l3)
Such is the testimony of one who works with a Church
in its particular type of social work. There are otVer chur
es which include other types of service in t'-'eir -nrofrrjn.
(12) Reynolds, A.H,, Ov. Cit., ^p 95-96
(13) Ibid. p. 96
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such as the I't. Pleasant Church in '^'ashinn;ton, D,Q,
in its Life Adjustnent Clinic, v/hose staff includes,
among others, a physician, a psychiatrist, a social vjork-
er, and a Religious Education Diredtor, and Trinity
(Episcopal ) Church in Boston, which aims to either
provide or arrange for all types of social service
needed "by the m-emhers of its parish. The i^uaker Church
has recently stepped into a very serious situation among
the mining communities of Kentuckj'", v;here men and their
families are practically starving hy the thousands due
to the economic "breakdovm of the coal industry. l-r» Hoh-
ert c?. Dexter, a memher of one of the committees work-
ing on this problem, v.'rites on it in t^ e January Unitar-
ian Iffews Letter. The problem is one both of relief and
of rehabilitation, for many thousands of miners will
never wotk in the mines again.
"because the Eriends Service Committee, with its
experience in rehabilitation v;-ork in Europe and in
relief administration both in the Hussian famines
and in Bcenes of industrial strife at heme, was the
only organization equipped to handle it, these gov-
ernment agencies turned to them. The Eriends, with
that indomitable faith which has alvra^ys set them
apart among religious bodies, assumed the task"
" One of the tasks which the Eriends re-
lief units have before them is to stimulate the so-
cial conscience and develope the social agencies
in the areas in which they work, " (l4)
In speaking of this work, T^r. Dexter srlT, "In reconstruc-
ting the social order we need to insist on concern for hu-
man souls as a vital part of industry and government. "(15)
14) Unitarian News Letter, Jan,193P., p-n 49-50
15) Chapel Talk, Hr. I^obert C. Dexter
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In the study of Ca^e Work Practice as an ex-
ample of the relation of religion to social work,
no attempt will "be made to survey a great number of
case records, which should "be done if we were to
make general conclusions ahout casd work as it is
practically "being done by the majority of case work-
ers in social agencies today. This v;ould "be a very
interesting subject for more intensive study, and
may at some tir^e be undertaken, ^'or the present study,
hov;ever we shall consider chiefly the principles, ex-
perience, and examples given by three authorities on
case work, Karl DeSchweinitz , Dr. Charles R. Zahniser,
and Hiss I'ary Richmond,
Karl I>e Schweinitz, in his book, "The Art of
Helping People "Out of Trouble", has devoted one chapter,
to the discussion of "Dynamics", "sources of power v/ith-
in the man himself and in the world about him which
are continually being used by people to raise the level
of their energies p.nd to cause them to flow surely and
steadily t' rough tbe channels into which they have been
directed," Referring to a particular case, he says,
"Vi/hat is more familiar fhan such testimony as that
of 7.5rs, Hearne who had been obligee" to make the ad-
justment to vridowhood under circums tancer of pecu-
liar difficulty! 'I could not have gone through
with it,* she said, 'if it had not been for my
faith.* " (l)
(l) De Schweinitz^ Karl, The Art ^f Felr-inr Peo-^le
Out Cf Trouble . P r?04
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continues, after givinn- several other examples,
"Centuries of hurian experience have given simi-
lar testimony to the dynamic qualities of reli-
gion. Again and again it is the decisive factor
in enabling an individual to overcom.e his diffie
culties. Religion shovrs itself differently,'- in
different persons, This complicates the prob-
lem of using it, for the person vrho is in need of
help may require an interpretation of religion
different from f'-Lat offered hy the person ^7ho de-
sires to help him. Yet so personal a thing is re-
ligion that one can express it only as he perceives
it. This ma,y, indeed, he the v;isest thing to do.
Often hotsrever, it will happen that thfe man in trou-
"ble already has an approach to religion, one which
perhaps may have been little used hut which if de-
veloped might mean much to him. The best procedure
v/ith such a person is to bring him into touch with
somecone who has this-"5ame approach and who may be
able to confirm liim in it.
There is a valuable suggestion in the practice
of social case-workers in non-sectarian orraniza-^
tions. Their effort Always is to strengthen what-
ever relationship may exist between a inan and that
institutionalized expression of t^ie faith which he
professes.'.Taile tVis practice is partially the re-
sult of a dpsire not to break drnominational bounds
it also rests on the sound princirtle that in a time
of distress an individual will be most likely to
want to turn to the spiritual- bases upon which in
the past, even though remote, he may have begun to
build.
This means more than merely telling a man tliat
he ought to attend church or synagogue. It means
bringing him into touch with some other hitman being,
whether priest, social worker, or layman, who under-
stands how best to interpret his faith to him.
This principle \ms put into ideal practice
by the socialr case worker who opened the way .to a
more intimate relationship of a man with his church
by helping him to move his family into a house next
to one occupied by a devoted and active member of the
same denomination. Telling him that he ought to go to
church would have had little effect. It was through
the life with his neirhbor that he was brought to see
the value of religion 3o that he once more attended
eervices and experienced a quickening of his faith.
The social worker tlrtio was instriimental in bringirife
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t\\±s a'bout suTjecribed to a creed that was
aifferent in many respects from that of her
client, "but she "believed in the dynamic qual-
ities of religion and therefore helped to strength-
en him in those spiritual heliefs which seemed to
make the greatest appeal to him. However reli-
gion expresses itself, it is the most vital thibg
in the life of the individual in whom it exists,
the primary source of inspiration and anchorage,
the influence that sustains aad steadies him in
every adjustment that-'he must makt." (2)
While De Scweinitz includes other "dynamics" in
his discussion, such as the finding of e,n individual goal
or purpose in life, emotional expression, cultivation of
abilities of the individual, he helieves that "the spirit-
ual life of men "becomes, if possible, of even greater im-
portance." (3) He says that all of these dynamics are as
essential as the senses are to a full life, and that all
must "be cultivated.
From the point of view of one who believes in
casework as a method needed by the church itself in its
work in evangelism, we find the testimony of experience
in putting this belief to a test. The second part of Dr.
Zahniser's book on Case-"-"^^ork J^vangeliga is devoted to
case studies in which the use of a religion-centered so-
cial service is revealed. But the evangelism here portrryed
is not of the traditional mission type. In a Church whose
old membership was rapidly slipping av/ay with the change
of population and industry of the comrinnity there ^7p,s still
a little group who saw in the newly arrived foreigners a
{2) De Schweinitz, r^rl, Op.Cit., pT^206-r.07
(3) Ibid. p.
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real humn need. They ssid "There are more people in
this comnuhity than there erer were "before; these
people need the rospel as much af= any \7ho h?.ve ever
heen here. Jet us stay, and let our church proceed to
serve them." Hov/-? "By omr heing Christian neighbors
to them", and the author shears how they did it,
"Success came because f-ese Christian people
proceeded to act in a Christian vray as neighbors
to the foreigners. They taught more by their ex-
ample t' an by their v;ords. They lived the super-
iority of their culture rather than asserted it.
Then the foreir^ners instinctively came like the
7;om.an v:ho said to Charles Kingsley, 'Tell me the
secret of your life, that I may make mine beauti-
ful too,' " (4)
One more point is emnhasized inthe discussion of such
case-TTork in the chtirch. That is that the membership of
the client in tlie church which does the work is not al-
ways the result nor the thin,-^ sought for. Dr. Zahniser says
"After all, what we are concerned to accomplish is person-
al experience of the saving power of Christ in one's own
life; church membership in one's own institution is rath-
er incidental. Our first concern is to build up Christian
lives, not an institution. This is not to minimize the im-
portance of the Church or of f!:e value of its fellowship.
But it is to keep first things first,
"^la;^ is more, one of the things against which v:e
must be constantly guarded is using charity work or
social service as a mere bait in proselyting prop-
aganda. That is always deeply resented by the poor,
and ought to be. The Church, as well as the indi-
vidual (^hristian, should do good hopinr for nothing
in return An admonition we all need in this
(4)Zahniser, C,?.,, Case-V/ork Eyanrrelism. ppini-103
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connection is thus forcibly put "by Dr» Karl
Heximdorfer.
•Merely to subordinate social welfare to
the missionary activities of the church
would obviously not fulfill the divine command-
ment of love..*., '-^'rue welfare work will be
the spontaneous eiqpression of the religious life
of the Church. This is clearly the way in which
the early Christians understood it .... It was
because they believed that they could not help
being charitable. Their welfare work was there-
fore, in its disinterestedness, the perfect re-
flection of the spirit of Christ.'" (5)
Thus in twenty of the cases cited by Dr. ^Jahniser
we find religion functioning* All are worth reading,
but I shall speak of only one, the problem of Dora (6).
Known as a "bad girl" in her community because of
her illicit relationships with boys for three years,
(she was now seventeen), Dora was complained against,
and found to be diseased at the court where she was ex-
amined. After careful consultation she was paroled under
oare of the pastor of the Church where she had formerly
attended Sunday School. This pastor was sjrmpathetic
,
fully securing Dora's confidence and esteem, and, after
a long conference with her, he was able to get at the real
facts of the case: a broken home, due to her father's
desertion, an immoral mother, a younger brother of dissolute
character, and Dora's own strong sexual craving. Securing
day-time employment for her with a neighboring parishoner,
who was also a skilled social worker, the pastor with this
(5) 2ahniser, C.R., Case-^ork Evangelism , pp. 117-118
(6) Ibid., Case 6. p. 124ff
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woman v/as a^ble to help I>ora to Bee the value of takin,'^:
medical trwatment, to do so, and to change her node of
life, 77hich she v/as eager to do vfhen she understood her
own case, although this was not always a uniformly suc-
cesrsful strmggle. Her tendancy to steal and lie were al-
so difficulties in the v/ay, hut the cause of these too
was perceived and Dora helped to understand herself,
so that her ovm efforts to overcome them were enlisted.
After ahout two years, with theffull approval and encour-
agement of the pastor, since he felt that her adjustment
was most sure in this wrcy, Dora married one of her for-
mer asFociates, and for a while all ";as well. After some
years a quarrelsomeness which shehad developed got her
into trouble v/ith neirhhors and hushand. Again she came
to the pastor for help, and he v;as able to asrist her in
making an adjustment, so that at the tine of the author's
writing there had been no further trouble. Dr. Zahniser
closes the description of this case with the follov.dng
paragraph concerning the part t'-'at religion played in it:
what had religion to do with all this?
I.'uch in every vmy^ '.'i'hile bein7 careful not to obtrude
it, the .pastor had made it -plain to Dora from the
first that she could not -vin out in her effort to
cone back into reppectabili ty and right living v/itliout
diljine heir. She knev: that he -as constantly pray-
ing for her. Sometimes he prayed with her, though not
much and alv/rys very simply, and never with pny re-
proaches. She v/ns fond of talking t6 hin about the
Christian teachings she had -^o little prasped in her
limited Sunday School exper ?:onc(^ , and havinr him in-
terpret them to her as they kept comin^ ur. in t • e
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light of her experiences, There ^'as nothing ?.rti-
ficial ahout this, nothinp strained; just an easy,
natural interjection from tine to time of somethinr
about moral strenfrth available through religion,
and about f! e satisfying character of a life con-
ducted according to Christian principles, " (?)
In a discussion of tYe problem of defective
home life, these further considerations are brought for-
ward:
"Every happy home is the product of more or
less adjustment. Fortunate is the one v/here little
is necessary. P-ut m.ore or less, adjustment is the
only v-Tiy to happiness, helpfulnesF and peace.
All of vrhich suggests the importance of reli-
gion in the progr^jn of service, For adjustment can
only come as the result of understanding, to which
is added self -sacrifice, patience, forbearancd
,
self-control, each seeking first not his own, but
another's good -- all of which are the Christian
graces that fruit from fellowship with (^-od revealed
in Jerus Christ as typified by the Taster Himself
in the figure cf the vine and its branches, 'Reli-
gion, as the old marriage ceremony put it, will
sustain and sweeten your marriage relationship as
nothing else can,' Herein lies f-e occasion for
strongly insisting that Christian vrorkers as such
be enlisted in family casework. They have to offer
a spiritual dynamic, an access to an invigorating
moral power which" is the one thing most wanting in
those types of social service in which religion is
not included, " (b)
Perhaps the case-work of f e future v/ill take
more full account of the important part which religion
must play in final adjustment, T'^iss Hichmond in "hrt is
Social Case V/ork?ha.s listed the items of successful case
wotk under insights and acts; A, insight into individual-
(7) Zahniser, C,R,, Casework Evanrelism , p, 127
(8) Ibid., p 160
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ity and Jersonai characteristics, B. Insight into the
resources, dangers anfl influences of thecsocial envir-
onment, C« Direct action of mind upon mind, and D,, In-
direst action through the social, environment. (^) She
further shows that the trained skill of the social wor-
fcer is to be found in the comhination of these itemd, and
that the skilled use of a technique which has heen raas-*-
tered depends furjther on a constructive or creative ima-
gination "the possession of which makes technique worth
while." do) Miss Richmond does not tell the social work-
er how to ohtain such creative imagination, though she
suggests tl-at it takes time, in fact, so much time that
she has written a whole book on the subject of Social Di-
agndsis, since it is through social diagnosis that the
worker is expected to comecto understand his client. At
the beginning of this book she has quoted from Charles
Horton Cooleys
"Ifo matter how mean or hideous a man*s life is, the
first thing is to understand him; to ms-ke out just
how it is that our common nature has cdmc to work
out in this way. This method calls for patience,
Insight, firmness, and confidence in men, leaving
little room for the denmnciatory egotism of a cer-
tain kind of reformers. It is more and more coming
to be used in dealing with intemperance, crime,
greed, and in fact all those matters in whivh we
try to me,ke ourselves and our neighbors better,"
Is such an ideal sufficient to point the way to
effective insi/?;ht in social work?
(9) Richmond, T'ary, 'Ttiat i? Social Case V^ork? pp 101-102
(10) Ibid., p. 107
(11) Richmond, I'ary, Socir^l "Hlarnosis , rape before Preface
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In discussing the need for indirect action
through the social environment, Miss Hichmond nen-
tions the institutions such a? hospitals, mental clin-
ics, schools, churches, whose coopers.tion the social
worker must seek in treatment of cases. Fairly definite
health andoschool records are kept, hut evidently the
religious influences in the client's life are not yet
considered so important, for she says
"The records are not so specific rrith regard to
church attendance and religious training; there
does not appear, that is, to be the .same working
out of a joint program; though" (in reference to
cases discussed previously in the hock) "riupert
Young and Clara Vansca v^ere urged to attend their
own church, and Clara's relations with it were
strengthenedri "both by her stay in the convent
and by 'he careful oversight of her social work-
er." vl2)
Because of the lack of specific information regarding
the religious life of clients in the ordinary case work
records, it therefore seems that it would be difficult
to estimate the actual ajnount of such influence in the
adjustment attained.
A more recent result of the thought of Social
Workers is given us in t'-e Report of f-^e National Con-
ference of Social Work, among v/hose discussions on a
particular case presentation in tlie fieli of Psychiatric
Social Work is include^' a "Discussion -- from the Viev:,
point of the Church," by the r^ev, ThomasL, '^•rennock, Cath-
(12) Hichmond, r-a,ty, ^That Is Social Ca-e V/ork? t^v IIP -115
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olic Charities, Hew York City. Some of his opening
words are significant especially ; "
"The Church has "been dealing with people for
a long, long time. Individuals, groups, nations
and races come within her kenr history records
that she has influenced them,.,,. To guide the
footsteps of the erring, to lift the hand of the
do:^^l- trodden, to comfort t>e afflicted, to care
for the neglected has "been her role on the stage
of time. The individual, one at a time, has been
her main task. It is at this point tVat the method
of case work and the method of the church are one.
Difference in procedure creeps in, hut the funda-
mental interest of case work and the church is tliere
an individual with som.e needs to "be met," (l3)
Some need seems to be felt for a closer correlation in
the work of the church for social service toward the real
accomplishment of V^e end of social adjustment. Perhaps
the church has not yet learned the full perfection of
Social V.'ork technique. Perhaps also Social Work as a
whole has not learned the full perfection of religion.
But with the possibility of improvement on both sider
shall we say that there is any limit to the attainments
of the CO rrelated work of Religion and Social V/ork
building together? "Ve cannot say of course that the or-
ganized church is infallibly the only instrument tlirough
which religion can function in SocialWork, although it
is one v;hose influence and potentialities cannot well
be ignored. The important thing is the decision as to v;hat
is the function of religion itself in Social Work, and
,
once having formulated some idra of this function, to use
every means at hp.nd by which to best fulfill v/hat v/e be-
lieve to be its highest posFibilities. Tow?,rd such pn end
v;e shall direct the conr''nrirns of this rrncr.

siirmnY Aim
CONCLITSICITS:
THE PmTCTIOlT OF RELICrlOTT III SOCIAL WORK
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suii:aky Am COITCLUSIOITS:
THE FUITCTION OF RELIGION ITT SOCIAL VIOEK
We have sought to study into what may he the
secret of creative ability in social work, V/e have heen
introduced to ourselves as personalities, and have ob-
tained some general idea of the situa,ti6n in which we
find ourselves, a complex world, in need of adjust-
ment. v;e have become aware of the fact of Social Prog-
ress, the adjustment-'of the ages, and of the place F-e-
ligion has played in it, though such study can be but a
beginning to an ever-increasing study, and an ever-p,pQ,^^
ing understanding, '.'e have come to an idea of the nature
of tlrnt Socip.l Proifress -- a struggle between conflict-
ing forces of individualism and sociality, yet ever mov-
ing upward, and tov/ard a greater and greater socializa-
tion, a greater "oneness" of men with men, because of a
greater oneness of men with C^od» \'le have come to perceiVe
a little of whs.t Keligion really is, in its most funda-
mental and deepest sense, r.elationship of men with C-od,
V/ec do ndt claim to have attained complete under-
standing at any step along this vrs.y, but perhaps liave on-
ly opened tVe doorv;ays to a life-time of studjr. But we
have tried td "see life steadily and to see it whole,"
V/e have tried to discover for ourrelver a coherent truth
abomt things which we may call our ov;n , but v:hich, be-
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cause of its coherence, and "because of its relation
to the Ultimate Heality in God as we know Him, we may
feel is consistent with the thinkinf^ and working of the
great minds and forces of the universe.
We have considered briefly the field of Social
Work, and have perhaps caught an inklinp: of hov; it may
"be that this vocation of Service does fit into the whole
Plan of Social Progress, "we have sought to formulate
clearly the principles hack of effective performance of
this task of Social ''/ork, and have found that the same
Creative Ability whose secret we set out to find is a
fundamental requirement.
Are there then definite conclusions which we m.ay
draw in answer to our problem, somejrhing on which, as a
result of this thinking now, we may base our efforts of
the future? Let us consider the following:
1. As Keligion has contributed to Social Progress
through its regulative function, in conserva-
tion of social values, so the Social V/orker,
who would have a creative part in social, prog-
ress, must reckon with this power ofc religion,
whose roots lie deep in social ''"''msnity
,
2, As all effort without purpose i£ neaningless,
so the social worker piust know the purpose to-
ward which he also moves, with the work of u-
niversal forces, lie can know this Purpose most
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completely through knowledge of and relation-
ship to the Author of Progress God.
3, That he may more completely share the Purpose
of all things
, t^ at he may do his vrork without
faltering, and possess the power to control
the limitations which "beset him at every turn,
that he may walk radiantly along nevr paths for
hiiman hetterment, the social worker needs the
dynamic spiritual life-force of religion. This
he may choose, on this he may lay hold, if he
will seek it in 411 sincerity, and if he will
willingly lose himself in this Power which then
lives and moves through him.
4, The most complete and coherent view of Ood as
ethical', an all-wise and all-loving Author of
Progress, and a creative spiritual force in the
lives of men is revealed to us in Jesus Christ,
5. The social worker may attain much through a re-
ligion of his own, which is necessary in order
that religion shall mean a great deal to him
personally, l5ut it would "be strange if, be-
lieving in the power of religion, he ignored the
possibilities of power in that which has born
its name through the centuries, --organized re-
ligion, or the Church, and more particularly in
this country and in Europe, the Church of Jesus
Christ,
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6. Accepting Jesus' view of God and ma.n, it
seems evident that the right to religioJs regj-
ulation, to its direction, and to the sharing
in its spiritual power, belongs to every per-
sonality, in answer to his own soul-nature,
and is intended for him from the beginning by
a loving Fatl er God,
As the social worker needs to understand and
minister to the physical, mental, and social
aspects of the total personality whom he would
help in adjustment, so also he must recognize,
understand, and minister to the spiritual or
religious.
8. As the social worker would seek to cooperate
with doctor, lawyer, public school teacher, and
government, so also he must seel to cooperate
with the Church in a common effort of human bet-
terment, by mutual sharing of skills, of confi-
dence, and of endeavor.
9. Although organized religion has many times per-
verted -or fallen short of its possibilities for
great and fundamental human uplift, yet basical-
ly religion itself still holds within it these
possibilities. It is the responsibility alile of
religious leaders, social workers, and Ipymen to
lay hold upon religion's power, to renev; its full
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and irreatible functioning in society, through
every channel that is open.
The function of religion in social work is:
A sanction to the highest social ethics at the
basis of huznan betterment
A source of motive power and creative ability
to the worker himself
A link between him and the personalities with
whom he deals
A part of his background of understanding of life
A valuable and necessary source of power to which he
may introduce those whom he would help to complete
adjustments or abundance of life
As expressed in the institution of the Church, a
cooperating agency, the opportunity for worship,
for backing in belief, and for the attainment of
new spiritual power, a fellowship to which he may
also lead others, and one of the chief pathways,
in its many departments, for the religious or
spiritual growth of personalities everywhere
The Social Worker needs Religion that he may share dy-
namically and creatively in Social Progress, and that he
may also lead others to that sharing which brings power
and mB aning to life, adjustment, and the fulfilling
of Personality.
THE EKD.
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